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Oh my Cod, they're educational

Photo Illustfatior by Josh Phillips

Offensive yet topical'South Park* finds its way into college lectures
By Laura Simmons
REPORTER

As "South Park" moves out of
its ninth season it makes its first
move into academia.
A professor at Central Michigan
University, Jeffrey Weinstock, has
decided to put together a collection of scholarly essays tram
around the world about the cultural significance of the adult
themes In "South Park."
"Because of the show's continuing popularity and incredible
timeliness with contemporary
issues, I was surprised there were
no collections of essays on 'South
Park,'" Weinstock said.
Dr. Angela Motz, chair of
BGSU's pop culture department,
also thinks the show is worth

smdying
All pop culture touches individual people's lives in different
ways on a daily liasis, and "South
Park" is a part of pop culture,
she said.
liven though the show Is offensive, there are still many people
who are able to connect with the
issues brought up and connect
witli the way characters say what
they say, Motz said.
"'South Park' is resonating with
a segment of the people... and is
worth studying," she said.
Man Egan, sophomore, Is a
longtime fan of the show, and
can't get enough of the social
commentary that's weaved into
weekly episodes.
"I love the fact that they're not

afraid to push .the standard for
normal TV'" he said. "They're
always right on top of everything, almost like a good source
of news for people who don't
watch news."
lulle Haught, a lecturer in
English and women's studies at BGSU, teaches a class in
American humor that deals
with the "funny" found in social
commentary.
"1 think viewers appreciate
C'South Park's"] riskiness and
willingness to be the negative
example," she said.
According to Weinstock, the
show continually brings up
aspects of race, gender, sex child
abuse and contemporary issues
that many people find uncom-

fortable to talk alx)ut. It does so of acknowledgment thai a
intentionally, and he says this social taboo has been violated,
is why it's important 10 under- she said.
standing current culture.
' Hie show is exceptionally
In the end, Motz has found offensive, and so they try their
humor has a knack for deflating best to deal with sensitive issues,"
tense topics.
Wciiistntk said.
Humor comes from culture,
"When an issue is wrapped
around humor it doesn't sting, it and according to Motz there's »
doesn't mean the issue isn't real lot of offensiveness in society,
|ust dial humor allows [people]
"To have an olfensive show,
to talk about it," said Motz, add- you must first have a society
ing that laughing at these issues that's accepting of the offensive
helps put them in the spotlight ideas in the first place," she said.
"They take topics ripped from
and encourage discussion.
This is because laughing at the headlines anil poke fun at
something doesn't necessar- them." Weinstock and, "people
ily mean that you agree with the need that."
People need that because
meanspiritedness, Haught said.
There is an idea that laugh- according to Haught.the shock
ter itself can be an expression value of shows like "South Park"

Visitors bureau gets new home
Bowling Green gives
organization new
offices, larger budget
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lb many people outside Ohio,
thename"Bowling(ireen" means
a city in Kentucky.
But with a move to its own facil ity, a 57 percent budget increase
and a freer hand to make decisions, the Convention and Visitors
Bureau here looks to put Ohio's
Bowling Green on the nation's
radar.
Wendy Strum, executive director of the CVB, said the organization's role is to attract visitors to
Bowling Green through promotion of its events and landmarks.
The attractions the CVB touts
are the city's three museums —
the Historical Center, Automobile
Museum and Construction
Equipment Museum — as well as
its four wind turbines and more
than 30 meeting facilities.
"I think peopie are really starting to know who we are, between
the wind farm and the museums,"
Stramsaid.
The CVB also helps to prornote the Classic Car Show, Black
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MOVING IN: Wendy Stram, executive director of the Convention
and Vistors Bureau, sits at her new desk at 319 E. Court St.

Swamp Arts [festival and National
Tractor Pulling Championships.
Previously, the CVB operated
under the umbrella of the city's
Chamber of Commerce and was
housed in the Chamber's offices
as 163 N. Main SL
But the doors to the bureau's
own offices opened Ian. 3 at 319
E. Court St.
The move is part of an effort to

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
Hit four-day forecast Is taken
from wisither.com

give the CVB more resources to
promote Bowling Green.
Win I'avvcett, Bowling Green's
municipal administrator and
state agent for the CVB, said the
Chamber of Commerce recommended that -a third party be
sought to evaluate the CVB about
15 months ago.
"It's difficult to sometimes see
your own weaknesses, so they

brought in an independent consultant," hiwcett said.
That consultant, Bill Geist
of Wisconsin-based Zeitgeist
Consulting made a recommendation to the (;hamber to give the
CVB its independence based on
its need for a support staff and a
dedicated director.
"It's just easier to keep CVB
business and Chamber business
separate so the CVB can loins on
bringing visitors to BowllngGteen
and the Chamber can focus on its
business members," Strain said.
Maine Skoog, executive director of the Chamber oft jimmerce,
said the (Mi is funded by what
is commonly known as the "Bed
Tax," a 3 percent tax on all bookings at hotels and motels in
Bowling Green.
"The more success in the
hotels, the more success at the
CVB," Skoog said.
Before the separation, the (VB
received 35 percent of the Bed
Tax's revenue, or about S54.000
per year, with the remaining B5
percent going to the city.
Now, the bureau receives
55 percent of the tax's revenue,
which is nearly $85,00(1 pel year
BUREAU. PAGE 2
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Small class sizes all
the rage for freshmen
Universities using
seminars to discuss
unique issues
By Justin Pope
IHE ASSOCIAIfO PRESS

NEW l.o\l)()N. Conn. — lor
Brst-yeat students, they are
kicking around some need)
questions: Is there Such thing
as absolute mathematical truth?
Can a perfect circle extotfWhat II
two plus two didn't equal four?
The Connecticut College
freshman seminar, like those at
other schools, is limit around an
inlcnliM i|ilin.ii\ topic — in this
ease it's "infinity," with tradings
from mathematicians, philnso-

phere and poets,
Unlike most of the larger,
more anonymous lectures
when- freshmen year is often
spent, this class lias only about
.a dozen students. There's inn
slant discussion, lots of teacher
feedback, and a major year-end
writing project.
Such courses have been
around nearly a half-ri'tilury,
and longer by some definitions,
but their popularity is surging.
The number of colleges offering
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has the potential in shake Ipeoplel out of accepting the status quo. She says teaching this
in the classroom is a friendly
way to start thinking about
critical analysis.
"South Park" and this collection of academic essays on it can
provide a perspective and an
ability to connect with new generations of students, she said.
But Wcinstock's upcoming
book won't feature all glowing
reviews of "South Park"
"It will be critical of South Park'
and its representation of certain
topics in an attempt at objective
analysis rather that fan gushing"
he said, "but sometimes people
just need to laugh.'

freshman seminars nearly doubled between 2000 ana 2003
to about 23 percent, according to surveys of about 620
two- and four-year colleges by
a University ol South Carolina
research center. Connecticut
College launched its program
this year, and other schools tire
expanding theirs.
Often, these popular courses
are off the beaten academic
path.
Offerings at Connecticut
College Include a course that
takes on sports statistics and
another 1 in mysticism that looks
tit Madonna's fascination with
Kabbalah, Indiana University
has offered "The Sur(Real)
World of Reality IV." Stanford
otters an introductory seminar
called "Comics: A ljvely Art."
Proponents say this type of
learning is valuable, getting
students excited intellectually and helping them quickly
develop relationships with top
professors — a key to the kind
ot engagement that a growing
body 01 research shirws keeps
students on track to graduate.
SEMINARS, PAGE 2
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Digital books picking up speed
Bookstore promotes
new textbook format,
offers lower prices

than other schools in the program," in sales.
This semester, MBS will
extend the program to almost 40
university bookstores across the
country and has already doubled the number of titles available to those bookstores from
180 to 400 titles.
last fall, students could purchase a digital book for 33 percent less than the cost of the
regular textbook.
This semester digital books
are being offered with a 40 percent price reduction, according
to Holly Amos, course materials
assistant at the lxH>kstore.
The lower prices may be one
reason some students opted for
digital books last semester, but
Nelson estimates more digital
books will be sold this semester simply because the bookstore had more time to promote
the program.
"When we introduced it last
semester, it was so late," he said.
"We should've started communicating it last spring"
Amos agreed with Nelson that
the late arrival of many of the
books affected sales.
She said that copyright issues
prevented putting the digital
books on the shelf as quickly as
they would have liked.
"We did have a late start, but
there were a lot of issues that
hadn't been thought of before
since it was such a new pro-

By Megan Schmidt
RtPORIER

While selling only 20 copies of
a book may seem like a poor
response, for the University
Hookstore last semester it was
considered a success.
After introducing 19 digital
textbooks last fall, the bookstore
is again teaming up with MBS
Textbook Exchange to provide at
least 30 titles for students to purchase for classes this semester.
"The publishers didn't think
wed sell any last semester," bookstore director Jeff Nelson said.
"We sold about 20, which sounds
like a disappointment, but it's
not. It's a great response."
Digital books give students
access to downloading the full
text of a book on their computer
using a plastic card sold to them
by the bookstore. That card can
only be used once, and after
the book has been downloaded, it cannot be transferred to
another computer.
BGSt I was one of only a handful of schools selected last fall
to participate in the Universal
Digital Textbooks pilot program.
Jeff Cohen, advertising and
promotions manager for MBS,
estimated that the University
Bookstore did "as well or better

"I prefer [a digital textbook] because I can't
misplace it. I lose everything, so it's best if
it's in digital format. And it's just so much
easier to get things at a glance off of the
computer screen."
ERIC SHORTER, JUNIOR*

gram," she said.
But Cohen said the late arrival of tin' program last fall will
cause more students to consider buying them this semester, since they have had rime to
get acquainted with the idea of
using digital hooks.
"It takes students a little bit
of time to see the benefits of it,"
he said. "But now that more
students are familiar with the
technology, they might be a little
bit more apt to try it."
Eric Shorter, junior, bought a
digital book last semester for his
computer science class. He said
his decision was influenced by
the convenience digital books
provide — and the fact that he'll
never lose it.
"I prefer it because I can't misplace it," he said. "I lose everything, so it's best if it's in digital
format. And it's just so much
easier to get things at a glance off
of the computer screen."
But Cory Moyer, student manager at the bookstore, said he
isn't sure what drives other students to choose digital over tra-

ditional books.
"We don't know what appeals
to students about them yet,"
Moyer said. "But 1 think they
like the combination of having a
textbook and having something
they can put on their laptop at
the same time. They can just
take the laptop to class instead
of the textbook."
What Ian Young, a philosophy instructor, likes about digital books is that they offer his
students an alternative to pricey
traditional textbooks.
Young said he was unaware
the textbook for his Introduction
to Ethics class was also offered
as a digital book. He was happy
when the bookstore notified him
of its availability.
"I thought, 'that's nice,'" he
said. "I think it's good for the
students to have the choice, and
it's quite a bit cheaper than the
paper form."
He also found die environmentally-friendly aspect of using
digital books appealing, but said,
"1 expect a lot of students would
print them out anyway."

Yet the Universal Digital
Textbooks FAQ. sheet reveals
that most digital books only
allow for 100 pages to be printed
per week, which was one reason
Patrick Watkins, senior, decided
against buying a digital book
this semester. Watkins said even
if he could print all the pages
he wanted to, it would take too
much time and money.
"I like to make my own notes
and do my own highlighting"
he said. "But I can't print out all
those pages. It would be a great
idea if it wasn't so much money
to print out every page."
But Amos said a digital book
offers students die option of
highlighting text on the screen
and that using one might help
with finding important content
quickly with its search feature.
Some books even have a "readaloud" capability that allows
students to listen to recordings
of die text instead of reading it
themselves.
According to Nelson, the willingness to purchase a digital
book comes down to a student's
comfort with the technology.
"It all depends on die students
and how they feel about technology," Nelson said. "Some students might not really want to
buy a digital book no matter how
low the price is, but then some of
the more technological students
might be interested no matter
what die price."

'Do it later' students say Co-op program
"In my case this is not true,"
the smallest of the seven
groups with only nine mem- she said. "I do well on my work
bers, "Procrastinators anony- and have been known to pull
mous" has 535 members. off an A paper two hours before
"Procrastinators of the World it was due. It just depends on
Unite, Tomorrow" has 392 mem- how much effort you put into the
By Sandy Meade
RtPORTE »
bers, making it the second larg- class and other work along with
Imagine it's 12 a.m. on Sunday est group of procrastinators on procrastinating."
On the other hand, avoidant
and you have a 10-page paper Facebook.
The number of members in procrastinators are those studue in eight hours.
You haven't started the paper each of these groups supports dents who don't start assignments right away is because they
yet. figuring there's more than these Findings.
Joseph Ferrari, a professor of have a fear of failure and the
enough time to complete.it.
negative social conBut the longer you wait, the psychology at Depaul
... / SeriOUSly sequences associharder it becomes to actually University (Chicago)
conducted the study.
pUSh limits
ated with failure.
start writing the paper.
Amy Utendorf,
"Academic
proBy 4 a.m. just three pages are
when it
sophomore, falls
complete, and you have no idea crastination is like
into this category of
other forms, lit's] situhow to Finish the other seven.
comes to
procrastinators.
You start asking yourself ational," Ferrari said.
procrastin"If I keep runwhy you waited so long to start "So, the student may
ning away I think
the assignment when it's been delay studying or regating.
My
it will disappear,"
istering, but not delay
assigned for a month.
heart gets she said.
However, putting papers and if their friends ask to
But it doesn't.
larger assignments off to the last go out..."
beating
In fact, procrasThe study is a result
minute is a common phenomand I just tination has had
of Ferrari's interest in
ena among college students.
A recent study found that examining how and make the cut a negative affect
her academic
nearly 70 percent of all college why college students
sometimes." on
career.
students identify themselves as use excuses when
"It seems like
being academic procrastinators. they do not have their
the papers that
Jessica Walters, senior, is one assignments finished
SARAH PALUMBO,
I rush on, 1 get
student who readily admits to on time.
JUNIOR
worse grades on,"
These excuses fall
pushing off assignments till the
Utendorf said.
into two categories of
last minutes.
Because she procrastinates
"I procrastinate because I'm academic procrastinators.
Arousal procrastinators are quiteabit, Utendorfisconcerned
afraid of failing even though I
put in my best effort, therefore, those students who feel they about how this habit may affect
her later on in life.
if I procrastinate and fail I can work best under pressure.
"In the work world, they're
Sarah Palumbo, junior,
always use procrastination as
the scapegoat, thus saving my describes herself as someone going to expect things to get
intellectual integrity," Walters who enjoys the rush of last min- done and not be rushed," she
said, which is one of the reasons
said. "I guess I fear hitting my ute paper-writing.
"I definitely work the best she is trying to not procrastinate
intellectual glass ceiling and
therefore fear success because I under pressure and can accom- as much as she used to.
But Ferrari cautions that
feel it pushes me ever closer to plish a lot more when the pressure is there," she said. "I think wanting to change might not
realizing my limits."
She
even
created I'm this type because I seriously be enough to help students stop
"Procrastinators (join Later push limits when it comes to procrastinating.
"Time management will not
If You Wishl", one of several procrastinating. My heart gets
groups procrastinators may join beating and I just make the work for them," he said. "They
need
good cognitive behavioral
cut
sometimes."
on Facebook — a virtual friends
And while some people might therapy to change the way they
network that's become increasingly popular on thousands think putting things off until the think and act. respectively.
In short, we all procrastinate
of college campuses across last minute decreases the quality of the work, Palumbo dis- on something, but not everyone
the country.
isaprocrastinator.
While Walter's group is agrees with them.

Professor's study
shows procrastination
doesn't always work
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given thumbs-up

By Lisa Hahrerstadt
noontR

Junior Technical Systems
major Cliff Fox isn't surprised
about die recent praise of the
College of Technology's Office
of Cooperative Education.
Last month, the University
was notified that the program
was granted accreditation by
the Accreditation Council for
Cooperative Education. This
approval by the ACCE is the
equivalent of a thumbs-up in
die academic community.
When he needed help with
his co-op plans last semester,
Fox said he was impressed
with the help he received.
"The coordinators give
lots of individual attention."
he said.
According to Thomas
Siebenaler, assistant director
of the Office of Cooperative
Education, direct involvement
with students is the hallmark
of the program.
"We have three full time
workers who do as much as
Itheyl can to accommodate
co-ops," he said. Despite die
heavy workload, he and his
colleagues are glad to help
more than 1300 students who
will eventually need their assistance nailing down a co-op.
But while the recent accreditation may give the College of
Technology's current co-op
office employees more recognition than ever before, the
program has been successful
since its founding in 1968.
"IntheCollegeofTechnology,
Iwe've always] placed an
emphasis on applying and
using the latest technologies
found in the real worid." said
Joseph Frizado, interim dean
of the college.
And experiencing these
new ■ technologies makes
in-class learning easier for
students, according to Alan

Atalah, an assistant professor
of Construction Management
and Technology.
"By the nature of what |l|
teach, getting exposure to what
is happening in the field is crucial," he said.
Students like Fox, who is
currently working on his coop at HiSAN — a Japanese
company that makes automotive parts for Honda in
I indlay — also recognize the
importance of working in their
field before graduation.
"It gives you real life experience in the real working
worid," he said.
Shannon Bamhart, who
graduated from the University
in August with a degree in
Aviation Management and
Operations, said that his coop at Wood County Regional
Airport led him to his current
employer.
After making contacts during his semester-long co-op,
Bamhart was hired as an
aviation planner at Crawford,
Murphy and Tilly, a consulting engineering firm based in
Springfield, 111.
"Technology co-ops are necessary to meet people in the
industry and get a foot in the
door," he said.
But without die help of the
College of Technology's co-op
office, Bamhart may have had
less of an advantage.
"Students of technology
graduate with not only a year's
worth of work, but they also
have hands-on knowledge."
Siebenaler said.
Widi the help of the College
of Technology's co-op office,
future graduates like Fox will
stand out among other job
applicants before they even
start their career.
"All of our graduates develop something other than just
book knowledge," he said.

Seminar sizes
attract firstyear students
SEMINARS, FROM PAGE 1

"A really small class with discussion, that's how I leam best,"
said Kate Enman, a Connecticut
College student from New York
taking the infinity seminar. "This
is by far my most intimate class."
Experts say the quest to lure
bright undergraduates partly
explains why these programs
are expanding; at competitive liberal arts schools like this
one, freshman seminars are
now so common that not having one might be conspicuous to
prospective students.
larger state universities also
are expanding freshman seminars to stay attractive to those
same students. At 50,000-student Ohio State, President Karen
Holbrook instituted a freshman
seminar program in 2003 as part
of a broader first-year program. It
began with 21 seminars the first
year and is offering 54 this year,
said program coordinator Rod
Romesburg. About 600 students
will take freshman seminar this
year, though that's only about 10
percent of the OSU class.
Some schools offer multiple seminars, but all of them
have the same topic, like the
"leadership and Social Justice"
course at Mount Mary College
in Milwaukee.
Others, such as Connecticut
College, offer seminars that vary
widely in content and structure
(Williams College has a seminar
in which students live together in
the same dorm).
An intimate class with a top
professor on a stimulating topic
— could there be a more satisfying academic feast? Few would
disagree that freshman seminars
are what college is supposed to
be about. Still, Stanley Katz, a
Princeton scholar and longtime
observer of curriculum issues,
wonders if it is the best use
of faculty.
"What we're doing is investing very expensive faculty time
teaching both small groups of
students and teaching students
in their first year of college,"
he said.
"It's so sexy to do freshman
seminars and the response is so
positive I think institutions are
inevitably going to do it," he said.
"It's gotten to be a kind of competitive thing, particularly for
schools that are trying to drum
up business."

City tax, input
from city help
bureau thrive
BUREAU, FROM PAGE 1

out of the estimated SI54,000 the
tax takes in.
"We've kept the spending to a
minimum," strain said, despite
higher rent and operating costs.
The CVB is overseen by a 15person board of directors, with
each scat on the board representing interests from around the city
including hotels, restaurants, the
media, city council, banks, citizens at large and the University.
Mary Edgington is the
University's representative on die
board, in addition to roles as president of the board and director
of the Bowen-Thompson Student
Union, the city's largest facility for
conferences.
"We sometimes serve as consultants to |the CVB1 and also help
widi special projects," Edgington
said of the board. "Everyone who
is serving has a vested interest in
the CVB."
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NEW VICTIM ADVOCATE TO AID BSU STUDENTS

CAMPUS

(U-WIRE) MUNCIE, Ind. — Victims of crime and
abuse can find help at the new Ball State University
Office ofVictim Services, funded by a $200,000 federal
grant. The two-year grant will help hire a victim
advocate and three graduate assistants, who'll help
victims with medical, legal and emotional issues.

get a life
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is taken from
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10 a.m.-2p.m.
Kappa Delta Colonization Info.
table
Outside in the Union Oval
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Financial Literacy info, sponsored
by the Ohio Society of CPA's
Union Lobby

e^^^t^^^^^^ealBtai ^^B l^r

Artwork and media by current and
emeriti faculty and current staff
members on display.
Fine Ms Center - Dorothy Uber
Bryan Gallery
10 a.m. -5 p.m.
Care packages, sponsored by the
Gospel Choir
Union Lobby

11a.m.-3p.m.
Scholarship info, sponsored by
Alpha Phi Alpha
Union Lobby
11 a.m.-5 p.m.
Angelic Affair ticket sales, sponsored by Kingdom M'Powerment
Union Lobby

10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Vector Marketing Recruiting, sponsored by the Career Center
Union Lobby

11a.m.-2 p.m.
Alpha Omicron Pi info table
Union Lobby

12 p.m.-2 p.m.
Kappa Delta recruitment registration
Union Lobby

10 a.m.-4 p.m.
53rd Annual Faculty/Staff
Exhibition

11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Gamma Phi Beta info table
Union Lobby

1:30 p.m.
BG@100 Open Forum
316 Union

Students shack up in hotel
New Orleans area
colleges provide perks
to those who return
By Kavrta Kumar
■il
When Alicia Houston returns to
college to finish her senior year,
the St. Louis resident will move
into a hotel where she also will
likely take most of her classes.
The Hilton Riverside Hotel in
New Orleans will become Dillard
University's temporary residence.
That's where many of Houston's
friends and professors will be, too.
Some, though, have chosen not
to return after Hurricane Katrina
flooded classrooms on Dillard's
picturesque campus.
Houston spent the fall semester
at the University of Missouri at St.
Louis Like most of the 300-plus
hurricane-displaced college students who took refuge at schools
in and around St Louis, she's gearing up to return to New Orleans
despite damaged campuses and
cuts in programs and faculty.
Why is Houston so excited
and eager to return to school in
a hotel?
"You know you're going to go
back to a family," she said
Many displaced students are
leaving with feelings of gratitude
toward their host institutions in St.
Louis, especially because schools
such as UMSL and Southern

Illinois University Edwardsville transfer, so far.
In general, Wiltenburgsaid, stuwaived tuition for them. Other
students, however, are departing dents' parents had more pointed
with sore feelings toward schools questions for aTulane representasuch as St. Louis University, which tive who visited St. Louis a couple
of months ago.
charged them tuition.
"The parents, as you can imagThe New Orleans-based universities did their pan to persuade ine, were a little bit more like,
'Wait a minute. What's
students to come
the status of trash colback.
Marvalene
lection and sewers?'"
Hughes, president
he said.
of Dillard, and the
SLU took in about
Rev. Kevin Wildes,
170 students, most of
Loyola University's
tiiem from Loyola, a
president, visited St.
sister Jesuit school,
Louis in the past few
lohn Baworowsky, an
months to update
SLU vice president, said
students about their
those who've expressed
campuses.
an interest to stay are
At Washington
primarily freshmen.
University,
the
Having to pay both
school
accomtuitions in the same
modated about 90
semester provided a
displaced students,
hardship for students
nearly all of whom
like Tony LaRocca, a
came from Tulane
TONY LAROCCA.
Loyola junior who also
University. Robert
JUNIOR AT LOYOLA U.
assumed SLU was waivWiltenburg,
the
ing tuition. He took out
dean of the university college, said, "Our expectation another loan and worked extra
has always been that they would hours as a waiter to make rent and
tuition payments
go back to Tulane."
"It was a really bad semesWU is admitting those students
only if they can show a strong ter," he said. "This was another
reason to stay, Wiltenburg said. thing 1 had to deal with that I
One student, for example, got a didn't really want to deal with.
note from a doctor saying mold We could have gone pretty much
allergies would make it difficult for anywhere in the country, and we
that student to be in New Orleans went to St. Louis and ended up
Eight students have applied to getting screwed."

"We could
have gone
pretty much
anywhere in
the country,
and we went
to St. Louis
and ended
up getting
screwed."

Health-talk is hip
Students at Wayne
State Univ. fed a fun
dose of education
By Patricia Anstett
■Il
The "leopardyl" theme song
plays loudly in a dorm living
room at Wayne State University
while students meander in
for an evening of entertainment — with a health theme
sneaked in.
Over the next two hours, they
team up by dorms and cheer,
scream and compete, answering questions about cold remedies, germs and health prevention strategies.
The game is one of Mary
White's unique ways of getting
students to talk about healt h.
In her first year running the
Campus Health Center, a health
clinic at WSU in Detroit, she's
also devised programs like condom bingo lit uses packaged
condoms as tokens for the otherwise standard game); hosted
slumber parties where female
students don't really spend the
night but do show up in their
P|s to ask personal questions in
a non-clinical setting.
And, of course, there's the
leopardyl game.
Students "sit in lecture halls
all day long. So how are you
going to get them to come hear
another lecture about health?"
asks White, 52, a nurse practitioner who has been in the field
30 years. "No way. Bor-ing. So
you have to come up with some
unusual things."
The mother of a teenager,
White is approachable, helpful
and stylishly cool — she trades
conventional nurse shoes for
hip flats painted by an artist.
But make no mistake, she's a
nurse first and foremost, with
all the loving compassion the
term typically conveys. "Maty is
a very experienced nurse practitioner who has a wonderful
personal style with students,"
says Barbara Redman, dean
and professor of WSU's College
of Nursing.
The idea for the clinic was so
obvious after WSU constructed three new campus dorms
that it quickly got support from
the university as well as the
College of Nursing and School
of Medicine.
Redman and others at the
nursing school formed the
Nursing Practice Corporal ion, a
non profit organization, to run
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How were your

ReNTMG fOR

the clinic. It's staffed three days ingly at the peak of health.
The stresses of college life
aweekhyWhiteandothernurse
practitioner faculty. When the make other priorities, particuclinic expands hours and ser- larly homework and grades,
vices in the spring, as White more important.
Some of the health probhopes, she will get more help
from nurse practitioners who lems they confront, from sexuneed to work in clink settings ally transmitted diseases to
to maintain their state licenses unplanned pregnancies, are
very private and sometimes
and faculty appointments.
"College students are at a embarrassing.
College students are vulnerstage of life when they develop health behaviors that will able.
Many mental problems,
serve them the rest of their
including bipolar disorder and
life," says Redman.
At the clinic. White is all pro, s chizophrenia, typically begin
In the late teens and
plus surrogate
early 20s. Sharing
mom.
cups, smokes, utensils
"I've seen her
and more, they stand a
so many times.
higher chance of pickShe'l like a mom
ing up a contagious
to me by now,"
disease, from the comsays
Natasha
mon cold to mono.
Robinson, 19, a
VVhite'sfavoritepostsophomore from
Kalamazoo.
er — which hangs in
the tiny campus clinic
Mich.
in WSU's South Dorm
Robinson
— shows the high
began going to
probability of contractthe clinic last year
ing an STD if a person
when she saw a
who has had a dozen
flyer about it on
campus.
She's MARY WHITE, WAYNE or more sex partners in
his or her lifetime has
sought help for
STATE UNIVERSITY
sex with someone else
chronic congeswho has had 12 sexual
tion, sinus headaches and. late last year, pneu- partners. That puts them at risk
monia, and finds the campus of picking up disease from 4,095
clinic much more convenient people, the poster says.
White's job is not about sex.
than trekking to her doctor's
she'll hasten to tell you.
office five miles away.
"A lot of students have no clue
Oleh Kotsyuba, 25, an
exchange
student
from what to do when they are sick,"
Germany, says White helped saysWhite,52,speakingoneevehim through a crisis in ning in December while nursSeptember, when he arrived ing a week-old cold contracted
in the United Slates and "my from a student who coughed in
immune system broke down" her face." Mom always took care
with the stress of starting school oftheSudafed."
in a new place and facing
numerous schedule changes
he didn't anticipate.
He developed a painful
rash much like shingles that
White immediately diagnosed and treated, it's really
.Management Inc.
good I went there because
Now Ranting for
if I had gone one day later,
2006/2007
the medicine wouldn't have
Cod 353 5800
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"This is corporate America getting out of
the pension game and saying to workers
'you're on your own'."
Iwieral District Court |udge William G. Young, to Rod.
(tkwwtlupm)
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Gillmor ignores student interests
tensions, benefits and paychecks
are all declining while the cost of
living, post-college debt and cost of
tuition are increasing
Contributing to the stress,
employers expect hires to have a
college education.
College students will feel the
pinch if a bill to decrease federal
contributions to -indent aid passes.
The bill was introduced to the
House of Representatives in hopes
of balancing the budget.
If it passes, S13 billion would be
ait from the budget over five years

YOU DECIDE
How much debt will you have
after you graduate? Send an Email to thenews@bgnews com
and tell us what you think, or
post feedback on our Web site.

and it would be the largest in the
history of student financial aid.
The effort was lead by conservative Republican lawmakers.

In addition to cuts in aid, interest
rates will also increase
Students at BGSU would be
significantly affected because the
majority of students receive financial aid to attend school here.
In Ohio last year, $171 million
total aid was given to 70 percent of
BC-'s students
The majority of the $171 million was from federal loans — $75
million.
According to The Institute for
College Access and success $129
billion in financial aid was distrib-

r
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More than
just that'gay
cowboy flick'
I believe, also due to our rights
in this country, that movie theaters can show or not show a
particular movie.
The downside to this, a lot
of people who would want to
see a movie such as "Brokeback
Mountain", would have to travel
far away.
I was planning to go to Ann
Arbor. Michigan to see this film,
but luckily over the weekend
was another major release date
for this film, and two theaters in
Toledo aired this movie. To me,

this is still somewhat far to travel,
especially as a graduate student
making little money.
This is still much better than
traveling 1.5 hours Movie theaters tend to go for films that
will most likely be popular and
make the theater money, but, for
a controversial film, few theaters
tend lo show it.
I would like to mention to
bigger cities that haven't yet
picked up this movie to pick
it up and show it. The few
theaters that are showing this
movie is getting large crowds,
so if it's money you're worrying
about don't worry.
But if you're worried about
your image showing a "gay cowboy flick", get over that notion,
because the film is more then
that.
It's a wonderful film about

two people who love and care
deeply about each other that
has one of those common
themes seem in those heartbreaking drama romances Two
people who deeply love each
other but cannot be together,
due to their culture, time period,
and circumstances.
The acting by Jake Gyilenhall
and Heath Ledger are superb!
This is one of the best movies
I've seen in awhile. Hopefully
this film will show people that no
matter what your sexual orientation is, or whom you love, that
the love is real and diat this type
of connection nvo people have is
right no matter what.
MELANIE BERGOLC
GRADUATE STUDENT
bergolc@bgsu.edu

uted nationally to undergraduate
and graduate students in 2004-05.
Additionally, 47 percent of all aid
came from federal loans
Bowling Green represents Paul
Gillmor's fifth district of Ohio in the
House of Representatives
Approximately 21,400 students
attend BGSU.
Although not all of them live in
the 5th district most of them do
and Gillmor seems to be ignoring
the interests of this portion of his
constituency.
Clearly his priorities are not in line

through their notes, "Well it's
um...the test...I haven't really
decided yet, I haven't actually
been reading the book that
Opinion Columnist I assigned, so I don't know
where all of you are.
So here we are. The beginThere might be a curve,
there might not, it might be
ning of a new semester.
There are the new class- multiple choice, it might not.
es, seniors taking some fresh- 1 haven't decided yet, I have
man English class thai the) a Ouija Board, actually. That's
put off for three years (hey, I'll how I put the test together."
Then the professor/TA
be there in two years), absentalways says the
minded freshman
naively scheduling
three words that
"I
don't
some like 800 level
let you know you're
know about toast. They say,
Calculus class that
"You'll be fine."
they don't yet realyou, but
It's those teachize is going to be
sometimes ers who are always
vvaaaay over their
the one's who make
head. Then there
I'd rather
you buy like two
are the professors.
burn the
textbooks that you
Have you ever
never end up using
noticed
that
book
than
during the class.
EVERY SINGLE
let the store Then you try to
SEMBSTER that
sell the books back,
you're in college,
get it back." and
you don't get
you get one horrianything for them.
ble professor who's
The Bookstore.
completely clueless about that class they're The way they send out all of
those colorful E-mails at the
teaching?
Every semester, it never fails. end of the semester, "earn cash
They always have this horrible by selling your books back."
fashion sense. They look like Then you take in that chemthey just came out of a Cindy istry book that cost you about
9 thousand dollars, and they
Lauper video from like 1984.
You ask them really basic offer you 55 cents for it.
I don't know about you, but
questions... "Uh yeah, I was
just wondering what the test sometimes I'd rather burn the
we're having on Friday is book than let the store get it
going to be over?" And it's like back. Give a big "Oh no Mr.
Thursday. The teacher always Bookstore, you're not getting
has this look in their eyes like this copy of Of Mice and Men
you just asked them to explain back."
Then there's the books that
what the meaning of life was.
They start vigorously looking they won't even buy back

What's the longest you
have procrastinated
before starting a
project?

MEREDITH RICHARDS
JUNIOR, EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

"The day before."

BOB M0SER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone:(419)372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
,Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
i

"What's better
than buying a
textbook where
everything is already
highlighted?"
because the edition "changed."
Do you know what they
change when they change the
textbook edition? All they
change is the number on the
front of the book. Example:
Biology Volume VII to Biology
Volume VIII. It's not like in the
past semester the world of biology has completely changed.
Don't get me wrong, I'm not
blaming the store for that. I
understand it's not their fault
if the professor changes the
book they use, and picks out
one that costs more than the
National Debt of Poland, but
still.
They're even strict about
how much highlighting has
been done to the book you're
trying to sell back.
That doesn't make sense?
What's better than buying a
textbook where everything is
already highlighted? It's like
you had someone summarize
the thing for you.
Oh, and in case by some
chance they happen to have
an ad on this page, I just want
to say...shop at the BGSU
Bookstore. The BG bookstore,
making Bowling Greener.
Send comments to losh at
jbenner@bgsu.edu.
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it would help students pursue a college education.
Students probably won't remember if the budget was balanced in
2006, but the weight of their college
debt will affect them long after they
graduate and enter the real world.
People under 35 don't vote in high
numbers for many reasons but one
of these reasons is they doni think
they are affected by the decisions
legislators make in Washington, D.C.
Here's affirmation that young
people are affected by legislators'
decisions and they should vote

PEOPLE Online evaluations
ON THE STREET
hamper responses

Nutty profs traumatize
JOSH
BENNER

with his younger constituents
Unfortunately though, we cannot
place all of the blame on Gillmor.
If young people don't vote in high
enough numbers Gillmor has little
reason to listen to our demands
It's a two-way street and we are
notupholdingourendofthe deal
Seniore citizens vote in much
higher number than young people
and they have earned a voice from
our elected officials
lolin Boehner, R-Ohio, the chairman of the House education committee supported the bill saying that

AMANDA TODD
JUNIOR, GRAPHIC DESIGN

"Printing it off right
before it's due.'

NATE BALLINGER
FRESHMAN, INTEGRATED
MATHEMATICS
"I think to the day of."

RACHEL KING
FRESHMAN, MUSIC

EDUCATION
"I don't really procrastinate because I worry
too much."

I might be a nerd but I anxiously
anticipate the day my grades
are posted online.
I get the impression a lot of
students dread that day but I'm
always interested to see if my work
throughout the semester paid off.
December 23rd, I nervously
opened the Internet and waited
for what seemed like forever
while the page loaded. I wasn't
surprised with my grades
— maybe slighdy disappointed
— but I earned them.
I thought about the various
projects, papers and varying
levels of stress that contributed
to my grades and came up with
a few regrets
My mind wandered to disappointments in my professors'
performance during the semester and the ways they are graded
on their teaching performance.
Technology has enabled a
few departments on campus to
make the switch from wrinen,
in-class faculty evaluations to
online evaluations
The Journalism department
made the switch last fall on a
trial basis and now all course
evaluations are online.
The Honors, IPC, Women's
Studies, Geography and General
Studies Writing are all departments and programs that also
use online course evaluations
A few e-mails are also sent to
students from the department
reminding them the evaluations
are available online.
I'll admit, I read and quickly
dismissed these e-mails and
regrettably I did not voice my
complaints about my professors in the Web-based course
evaluations
After that, it's up to the student
to take the initiative to log on
and complete the evaluation.
Sure, it's my own fault I didn't
take the time to do this, but if .
course evaluations are as important to the department as professors claim they are, deparments
should make every effort to get
high response rates.
According to a secretary at the
Journalism department there
is approximately a 10 percent
difference in the response rates
between in-class and Web-based
course evaluations.
Regardless of whether course
evaluations are in-class or Webbased, they are usually given to
students during the last week of
classes — often one of the busiest weeks for students.
The American Culture Studies
program continues to give inclass course evaluations despite
available technology because
they receive higher response rates

ERIN
BZYMEK
Opinion Editor
Although printing and processing in-class evaluations is
more expensive, the department
chooses to give the evaluations
in-class the week before finals
because of the response rate's
importance.
Exact costs weren't available
to The BG News yesterday but
printing and ordering bubble
sheets, time and labor all contribute to the higher cost of inclass evaluations.
The Computer Science
department uses in-class course
evaluations because the process
is simpler and it assures anonymity and high response rates
There was also concern among
the Computer Science department that if evaluations were
online, responses wouldn't be a
fair evaluation of the professor.
Students who have especially
strong feelings about the class
might fill out the evaluations
and taint the sample.
My professors should be
held accountable for their
performance just as I am held
accountable for my own performance through my grades
Evaluations affect a professor's
ability to receive tenure and,
after tenure status they can
affect any additional pay raises
and promotions
1 don't think departments
receive an accurate judgment of
a professor's performance when
student response rates are lower
because evaluations are Webbased.
1 think there are several ways
to maximize response rates for
course evaluations
The first option being to
reconsider the cost of in-class
evaluations
Given the importance of
course evaluations, the cost of
paper, printing and analyzing
the evaluations might be worth a
better response rate.
But why not utilize the technology when it's available?
Possibly, a student's grades
could be withheld until the
course evaluation is completed.
I believe feedback is an important part of the learning process
and course evaluations provide
necessary feedback — but I don't
believe professors are receiving
the feedback they deserve when
evaluations are online.
Send comments to Erin at
ebzymek@bgsu.edu.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POUCIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
litters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included far verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
^formation or anonymous submissions will not be printed.
I

E-MML SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnewscom
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor" or "Guest Column." Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and darity
before printing.
Opinion ajhimns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG New*.
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EPA RESPONDS TO CONSUMER COMPLAINTS
WASHINGTON (AP) — Fuel economy ratings on the
stickers of new models would drop an average of 10
percent to 20 percent in city driving for most 2008
model cars, trucks and SlJVs. Highway driving is
estimated to drop 5 percent to 15 percent. Congress
ordered the changes in its energy bill last year.

NATION
Taxpayers
may face
frozen tax
refunds

Nominee stands his ground
Alito addresses tough
issues; forges onward
as hearings continue

1

^

By Jesse I.Holland
THE ASS0CI1K0 PRESS

WASHINGTON — Supreme
Court nominee Samuel Alito said
yesterday he would deal with the
issue of abortion with an open
mind as a justice, though he
defended his 1991 judicial vote
saying women seeking abortions
must notify their husbands.
In the second day of Senate
hearings, Alito also said no president or court is above the law
— even in time of war — as he
addressed questionson presidential powers. The issue has been at
the forefront since tlie revelation
that President Bush had secretly
ordered the National Security
Agency to conduct wiretaps of
Americans in the terror war.
ITie federal judge also faced
tough questions about his decisions during 15 years on an
appeals court, his writings on
wiretaps and his membership in
a college organization opposed
to die admission of women and
minorities.
Alito's answers and his
demeanor at the hearings
could be critical to his prospects of winning Senate confirmation as the 110th Supreme
Court justice. The White House
expressed confidence that he
would prevail in the Republicancontrolled Senate.
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ON THE CLOCK: Supreme Court nominee Samuel Alito listens to opening remarks during his confirmation before the Senate Judiciary Committee
on Monday. Alito said on the second day of hearings that no president or court is above the law.

and society"
Hush's choice for the high
court said his Heagan-cra writings opposing iilxirtion rellected
an attorney representing a client's
interests and, if confirmed and
faced with an abortion case," I
would approach the question with
an open mind."

Parenthood, in which the 3rd U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals struck dmvn
a Pennsylvania law that included a
provision requiring women seddng
abortions to notify their spouses.
The Supreme Court also refected the spousal notification, hut
Chid lustier William Kehnquist
quoted from Alito's opinion In Ins
own dissent. The high court, on a
5-4 vole, upheld a woman's right
lo the procedure Inn was divided
on other elements of the case.

yesterday

Alito told the Senate Judiciary
Committee: "I did it because dial's
what 1 thought the law required."
In a 19B5 memo as an official
of tin? HiMgan administration,
Alito described a legal strategy lor
chipping away at abortion rights.
Questioned about the document,
he told the committee, "That was
a statement that I made at a prior
period of time when I was per-

•iflCG.

The conservative jurist gave
no indication how he would
vote if faced with the question of
whetlicrtf) overturn theSupreme
Court's 1973 Rocv.Wadedecision
establishing a woman's right to
an abortion.
While citing the importance
of precedent, Alito also said several limes it was not an "inexorable command" for justices.
The judge defended his dissent
in the 1991 case of Casey v. Planned

PRESS.

Taxpayer Advocate Nina
Olson detailed the program,
called the Questionable
Refund Program, in her annual list of the worst problems
facing taxpayers. Her office
has seen a mounting number of people seeking help to
claim frozen refunds.
"It is a central tenet of
American law that die government must notify an
accused person of the offense
it suspects the committed and
must give the accused person
an opportunity to present
exculpatory evidence to show
his innocence," Olson said in
her report.
Richard Speier, acting
chief of the IRS Criminal
Investigation office, said the
tax agency is "very comfortable" that when it determines
that someone committed
a fraudulent act that "we do
have that correctly identified."
Speier said the I US acknowl-

JW -'

Asked why he wanted
die lifetime job, Alito said,
"This is a way for me to make
a contribution to the country

ASSOCIilt D

WASHINGTON—Thelnternal
Revenue Service freezes lens
of thousands of tax refunds it
deems questionable without
telling people that they're suspected of fraud, the nation's
taxpayer advocate said

New Orleans ignores cost, plans big for rebuild effort
Hopes and costs
run high for
reconstruction of city
By Cain Burdeau
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW ORLEANS — Iliis city is
dreaming big as it puts together
a blueprint for its rebirth in die
wake of Hurricane Kalrina, considering such audacious ideas as
re-creating a long-gone jazz dis-

trict, building a network of bike
paths and commuter rail lines,
and establishing a top-flight
school system.
In the coming days, beginning tomorrow, a commission
appointed by Mayoi Hay Nagin
will unveil a grab bag of ideas that
could become part of the master
plan for rebuilding this devastated city, a task unparalleled in
American history.
Committees and subcommittees of the Bring New Orleans

Back Commission were invited
to think big, with little regard for
the price tag. That will be dealt
with later, when New Orleans
and other parts of the Gulf Coast
divvy up the $29 billion in federal aid designated for hurricane
recovery and reconstruction.
"This isn't about us asking for
SI billion to build three more
Superdomes and five more airports," said Michael Arata. chairman of a subcommittee that
looked at rebuilding the city's film

and music industries. "These arc
projects by real New Orleanians
that will have real benefit and
affect the lives of the people of
New Orleans."
He added: This process
allowed people to kind of speak
their dreams, give words to their
greatest concepts and greatest
hopes for this city."
At the heart of the proposals
is one critical, and controversial,
recommendation: All parts of the
city—even die devastated 1 xiwer

and get

Ninth Waul and other neighborhoods that were submerged to
their rooftops — should be given
a chance to rebuild.
Hie Urban land Institute
caused a slir late last year when
it issued a report urging the
city to put its resources into
rebuilding areas that were not
flooded. The institute warned
that if New Orleans tried to
rebuild everything, the city
would he condemned to a slow,
patchwork recovery.
Foremost will be proposals to
lix and improve the city's defenses against floods and restore
environmenial features like barrier islands and wetlands that
act tis buffers against die Gulf
of Mexico, said Doug Meffert,
a Itilane University coastal
researcher who worked on the
recommendations.
Also, there will he recommendations for how to make New
Orleans more greeh and modem.

Meffert said some of those ideas
include building commuter rail
lines to nearby cities and across
the Mississippi River, encouraging the use of energy-efficient
building practices, creating
more parks and building more
bike paths.
Recommendations will also
call for tax incentives to lure new
businesses and to keep those
already here.
Another idea is to use tax credits to re-create Storyville, the
city-backed red-light district that
operated for 20 years until it was
shut down in 1917.
The idea, of course, is not to
bring back the sex trade, but
rather reclaim its musical legacy.
Many jazz pioneers — Jelly Roll
Morton, King Oliver and Manuel
Perez among diem — played in
the district's bordellos. Storyville,
which was next to the French
REBUILDING. PAGE 6
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www (jd't'nbn.HM 'Mt.ils.com
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Improvement after devastation
by low-performing schools,

REBUILDING. I ROM PAGE 5

Quarter, was razed aftei II fell into
disrepair.
\I,II,I. the music and Bhn sub
commhteechainrian. said the idea
is io make the area into .i musical
districl with recording studios,
perhaps a jazz museum and live
musk venues
\lsa the commission is expected
in saj thatch) govemmenl should
lx' streamlned so thai«it> (Inks.
law enforcement agent ies and tax
assessors are not duplicating duties
recommendations thai are sure
to result in opposition
'Il nnl\ makes sense, given
ihc new size oi \c\v Orleans.
Consolidation needs in lake
place." said Sean Reilly, a member of the Louisiana Recover)
Authority, a state board oversee
Ing reconstruction.
Another key component will
he a proposal Io revamp the cit\ S
troubled public school system
New Orleans has been plagued

broken laeililies. high iiinmwi
and corruption.
Recommendations call lor
giving schools more autonomy

cutting the bureaucracy, creating
more charter schools ami giving
parents more choice on where
io send their children, said Scon
Cowen, a commission membei
Involved Ini rafting the idea.
"Ilieic's nothing in common
about this model and what
was in existence pre-Katrina,"
(iowen said
What the resulting masterplan
will look like is far from clear.
I he mayor can accept or reject
am of the recommendations, a
pii>cess that could lake weeks. (II
course, the plans final shape will
he determined lo a large decree
by Congress and President
Bush because ihey hold the
purse strings.
And there an' more hurdles.
main of ihem right here in
New Orleans, from the outset,

the commission was attacked
because it was seen as an Instrument for a land grab by developers, and critics said it was
weighted too heavily in favor of
business interests.
"I don't trust the |ieople making the derisions because they're
not from down there — the lower
Ninth Ward," said Huston Henry,
president of the Unver Ninth
Waul Ix'onomic Development
ASM xiation.TTie 1 »iwer Ninth Ward,
a predominantly black area, was
lire worst-hit section of the city.
Another problem is that slate,
i It) and national organizations

andgrass-rootsgroupshave their
own ideas for how lo rebuild
the city.
" What you have is all these van out compartments, hut there's no
umbrella, and that's the dilemma
that's emerging," said Gary Clark,
a political science professor at
New Orleans' Dillard University.
Aon have to have a voice that can
look at the big picture."

BenMvtot AP Photo

CLEANING UP: Ellis Brent gathers compact discs from outside his home in the Lower Ninth Ward district ot
New Orleans yesterday. The city is working on a blueprint for its rebirth in the wake ot Hurricane Katrina.

Alito faces difficult issues in hearing
AUTO. (ROM PAGE 5

forming a different role and. as
I said yesterday, when someone
becomes a judge- you really have
to put a.ide the things that you
did as a lawyet ai pi mi points In

your legal career."
Hush's pick to replace It
Instil e Sandra Da) O'Connot
told tlie|udiciar\ t ommitteethal
courts in general should follow
their earlier dei isions .md avoid
being moved h\ puhlii opinion
on controversial issues
"1 think thai the legitimac) ol
the court would be undermined
In an) case ii the court made a
decision based on us perception
of public opinion. Milosaid
AlitO, who has been criticized
In opponents foi advocating
broad presidential powers, said
he did not believe wat allowed
the president to bypass the
((institution.
"No person is above the law.
and that means the president
and thai means the supreme
( ourt," the judge said.

Democratic sen. Edward thai strengthens the precedent."
Alito said he doesn't believe in
Kennedy told Alito that his judit lie idea of a super precedent—or,
cial opinions suggest otherwise
he
added, in a moment of levity.
" lime and again, even In rouiine mailers involving average super-duper" precedents ciilier.
O'Connor, whom Alito would
\merirans, you give enormous,
almost total deference to the exer- replace, wrote in 2004 that "a stale
of war is not a blank check for the
cise ol governmental powers.
president when il comes to the
said the Massachusetts senator.
rights of the nations
I ater,
asked
lo
citizens." Specter
respond to the critiasked Alito his view
cism. Mini said that
he has tried to decide constitution on her comments.
and Alito said lie
en h case mi its merits;
applies in
endorsed Ihem
"Sometimes that means
times of
'That's a very
siding with the govern
tneni. sometimes it
important principeace
and
ple," Alilo said. "Our
means siding with the
in times
Constitution applies
part) that's claiming a
in times of peace and
violation ol rights."
of war..."
in times of war. And
( II m milt e e
ALITO, NOMINEE
ii protects American
( hairman VrienSpecter,
citizens under all cirR-Pa. questioned AUto
about abortion and privacj rights, cumstances."
divisive issues thai loom large as
Alito didn't answer directly
the Senate decides whether to when Specter asked whether die
November 2001 ad of (Jmgress
c (infirm meet inservative jurist.
Milololdllie panel lliallie agues authorizing use of lone against
with the underlying thought dial terrorists responsible for die Sept.
when a precedent is reaffirmed, 11 terrorist attacks gave the presi-

"Our

dent the authority to order warrantless wiretaps, as the administration contends.
"These questions are obviously very difficult and Important
... and likely to arise in litigation even before my own court
or before the Supreme Court."
he said.
lake Chief lustice John Robens
at his confirmation hearings
in September, Alito repeatedly explained his writings as
a lawyer in Republican Justice
Departments as examples of an
attorney representing a client
In a 1984 memo, Alito suggested thai the attorney general
should he immune from lawsuits
when ailing lo protect national
secui iiy — even if il included Mega] wiretapping of U.S. citizens.
At issue was a lawsuit against
President Nixon's attorney general. John Mitchell.
Asked if he believeS now thill
an attorney general should be
Immune from civil liability. Alito
said. "No, he would not That was
settled in thai case,"

Suspected refunds
seized without notice
FROZEN TAX. FROM PAGE 5

edges it could do a better job
of communicating with these
taxpayers. Overall, the program temporarily delays a
small number of refunds but
stops billions in false refunds
from being paid to criminals,
the agency said.
The Questionable Refund
Program is run by the IRS
Criminal Investigation office
and uses computer programs
and other methods to screen
tax returns claiming refunds
for indications of fraud. It
temporarily freezes returns
that might be fraudulent.
The IRS tries to validate the
taxpayers' right to the refund
and lifts the freeze if no fraud
is found. If the refund cannot
be validated, ii permanently
freezes the refund for further
investigation,
The IRS does not inform
taxpayers that they're sus-

pected of fraud. Under the
program's rules, a taxpayer
isn't told anything until six
months after trying to find
out what happened to the

refund.
Once frozen, some tax
returns are referred to other
IRS offices for an audit.
Olson said many probably
aren't examined or resolved.
Refunds claimed on tax
returns determined to be
fraudulent remain frozen for
an undisclosed number of
years until the IRS sees the
taxpayer file a number of
legitimate returns.
Olson said she agrees that
the IRS must investigate
potential fraud before issuing refunds. Hut, because her
office handles more frozen
refunds than any other issue,
she decided to study a representative sample of the cases
the taxpayer advocate service
handled over 18 months.

Campbell Hill Townhouses
Looking for the perfect apartment or house for next year? Why
not combine the best of both worlds in a townhouse at Campbell
Hill. Nowhere else can you find a home only TWO BLOCKS from
campus that offers plenty of parking and is within walking distance
to the football stadium, rec center and library. Also available for your
convenience the BGSU shuttle has two stops at Campbell Hill for
those cold winter days when walking is out of the question.
Take a walk inside any of our two and three bedroom townhouses
to experience a spacious three floor unit complete with a full living
room, large kitchen and dining room, one and a half baths, and a full
size basement rec room perfect for your pool table or TV entertainment
area. Amenities in every unit include: air conditioning, dishwashers,
garbage disposals, front and back entrances, doorbells, peepholes,
miniblinds, linen closets and cable outlets in all bedrooms and the
living room.
All units come completely furnished at NO EXTRA COST. Extra
amenities included in select units are French double doors, washers/
dryers, basement patios, ceramic tile floors, and microwaves.

The best kept secret is the price! Three bedroom
townhouses start at $180.00 per person for five people and
two bedroom townhouses range from $183.75 (4 people)
to $245.00 (3 people). We dare you to compare- the
competition CANNOT BEAT OUR PRICES! Sign up today
for the best deal in town!
Call Greenbriar Inc. at (419) 352-0717 or visit us online at
www.greenbriarrentals.com for a complete listing of all our available
apartments and houses and layouts of our most popular units.

Hours:
Mon-Frt 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-1pm

*<*"2v

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419)352-0717
Check out our website.www.greenbriarrenals.com

UNIVERSITY

bookstore
@ THE BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION

2nd floor Multi Purpose Room
Picture I.D. required
Extended hours for vour convenience
Tuesday - Friday 8 am - 7 pm
SERVING BGSU & THE COMMUNITY FOR OVER 70 YEARS

No matter Where you bought them

we ii buy them back.
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BOARD REJECTS CHANGING SCIENCE PLAN

SWE

The state school board narrowly rejected an attempt
to reopen debate on Ohio's lesson plans for science.
The board voted 9-8 against a proposal to remove
a lesson on evolution that opponents say is flawed
and opens the state to a lawsuit over the teaching of
intelligent design.

Elevated skywalks start coming down
Once-popular urban
fixtures suck life out of
streets, planners say
By Lisa Cornwell
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI - Sunlight is
replacing shadows where elevated walkways spanning streets
around Cincinnati's downtown
square have been torn down.
Similar open spaces are appearing in other cities where planners once hoped skywalks would
energize their downtowns.
"More cities are realizing
that skywalks are not what they
were cut out to be," said Fred
Kent, president of Project for
Public Spaces, a New York Citybased nonprofit organization
that helps communities create and sustain public places.
"Instead of drawing additional

people and retail to a second
level, skywalks have left streets
lifeless, presenting a cold and
alienating environment."
While skywalks remain
popular in some cold-weather cities such as Des Moines,
Iowa, an increasing number
of cities have started tearing
down some of their walkways
or would like to remove them.
Planners and others in cities
such as Cincinnati, Baltimore,
Charlotte, N.C., Hartford,
Conn., and Kansas City, Mo.,
now believe increasing streetlevel pedestrian traffic will
lead to more downtown homes,
shops and entertainment.
"Having people on the streets
sends the message that downtown is a safe and fun place to
be," said Marya Morris, senior
research associate with the
American Planning Association.

"It's difficult to create the type of
energy that attracts housing a nd
other activity when there is no
one on the streets after 5 p.m."
Skywalks vary from enclosed,
climate-controlled corridors
with windows to open bridges
with and without roots. The
pedestrian walkways connect
second stories of buildings and
often are part of large networks
tliat wind through downtown,
with shops ;uid services located
in sections that pass through
buildings.
Planners estimatelhat l>etween
20 and 30 cities across the United
States at one time embraced
the design concept. The mcisih
glass-and-steel skywalks that
were constructed beginning in
the 19W)s and 70s were intended to insulate pedestrians from
weather and street crime ami
compete with suburban malls

"More cities are
realizing that
skywalks are not
what they were cut
out lobe."
FRE0 KENT, PRESIDENT OF PR0IECT
FOR PUBLIC SPACES
liut tourists often haw trouble
navtadngskywalks,whereacc8ss
is often inside hotels ami office
buildings, Workers now make
up most skywalk useis, but with
ollicos also llivine, downtowns,
even thai traffic has dwindled.
Cincinnati City Architect
Michael Moore said the difrei
encc is striking around Fountain
Square since two ol the city's
original 22 skywalk bridge"- were
removed as part ol a renovation
to make the square a more wel-

coming, downtown center
"Even though the square still
resembles a war /one with the
ongoing reconstruction, ii looks
so much larger and brighter,"
he said.
Othei skywalks link office
buildings and are popular with
workers.
"I think they arc neat, and I
hate io scr some ol ihem comingdown," said Cincinnati oil ice
workei ( heryl Borkowski, I >. ol
Florence, Ky. "On cold and ralrrj
days, you cm take the skywalk
everywhere you need to go. I or
inc. It's a matter of time and
convenient e."
Baltimore lias pulled down
Iwo of iis nine sk\ walks ami
more may conic down as the
city directs development efforts
toward the ground level, espe
dally around the Innei Harboi
district, said lim Hall, a cit) plan-

ner. Ihe ringol shops, holds.ictaurants, parks and othei attractions around the city's harboi
has become a major downtown
tourist destination.
"Alloftheexi Itemenl m>\\ Isal
the base of buildings where peo
pie can si roll through attractive
public spaces ami walk along
promenades," Hall said "I don'i
sec us constructing any more
skywalks."
Many skywalks were bulll
with public ,\nii private money,
making ii difficult in get rid of
the sections thai run through
office buildings where executives and workers waul lo keep
Ihem lor convenience. COSI also
is a factor.
In Cincinnati, ii cosi aboul
SHKi.niH) io leai down a set tion
thai was no) enclosed ami din
mil have heal or an concilium
ing. Moore said.

Pedophile admits guilt, apologizes Lawyer will provide
CANTON, Ohio (API — A Seattlearea woman accused of having
sex with a 13-year-old boy she
met over the Internet has given
a soft-spoken apology along with
an admission of guilt.
Julie Ann Welbom, 38, of
Comano Island, Wash., faces up
to six years in prison after she
pleaded guilty Monday to felony
charges of having unlawful sex
with a minor and importuning.
"I'm very sorry," Wfclbom told
Stark County Common Pleas
lodge Charles Brown.
Brown will sentence her I eh
17. The judge said he wants to
know more about Welbom and
the circumstances of the case.
Welbom waived her right to
have the case reviewed by a grand
jury.
"You need to be prepared that
you are going to be sentenced to
prison," Brown told Wfelbom. "I
will be sentencing you to prison."
Brown also could designate
Welbom a sexual predator, die
most restrictive classification
available under the law. It would
require Welbom to register her
address with authorities every
three months for the rest of her

evidence in search
Hunt for die body of a
long-lost girl has been
halted for lack of clues
By lames Hannah
SOCMtO PRtSS

Michael S. Balash APPholo

AWAITING A SENTENCE: Julie Welbom, right, stands with her attorney Jeffrey Haupt in Slark County
Common Pleas Court in Canton, Ohio, Monday. Jan. 9, 2006. Welborn faces up to six years behind bars.
life.
W'elborn's attorney, leffrey
Haupt, spoke briefly on his client's behalf, directing an apology toward several members of
the victim's family seated in the
courtroom.
"I think Julie understands that
by taking the maner to the court

now, there ran be die idea of closure much sooner." he said. "She
does express sincere regret for the
consequences of what her conduct has amounted to."
According to authorities.
Welbom established a relationship with the victim, who lives in
the small northeast Ohio town

Navarre and is now 14, through
an online game and communicated with him for about a yeai
before coming to Ohio to inccl
him in mid-October. An FBI and

Canton-area law enforcemeni
task force seized a moving van
and trailer when Wellioiii was
arrested Nov. 21 at a hotel.

New TV ad blasts DeLay, Ney for scandals
WASHINGTON (AP) — Two
groups announced an ad
campaign yesterday targeting
Republican Reps. Tom DeLay of
Texas and Bob Ney of Ohio for
alleged links to a widespread
congressional
corruption
probe of disgraced lobbyist Jack
Abramoff.
Campaign for America's
Future and Public Campaign
Action Fund say they will
spend SI 15.000 on a television
ad on Houston stations aimed
at DeLay, the former House

Majority leader, and a radio
ad on stations in southeastern
Ohio criticizing Ney, of Heath.
The campaign also includes a
billboard in Ohio on Interstate
70.
The ads will start today and run
for a week, said Toby Chaudhuri,
a spokesman for the Campaign
for America's Future.
David Donnelly of the Public
Action Campaign Fund, said the
ads are the first installment of
a year-long campaign intended to spotlight corruption in

Congress.
The DeLay ad accuses him
of "pocketing tens of thousands in campaign contributions from indicted lobbyist
Jack Abramoff" and says he was
"indicted for criminal money
laundering." Delay's office had
no immediate comment.
The ad, focused on , accuses
the Ohio lawmaker of accepting tens of thousands of dollars, free tickets to sporting
events and a "lavish trip to
Scotland to play golf at world

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

famous courses." The acl Bays
Ney accepted those gifls "in
exchange for political favors."
Ney spokesman Brian Walsh
said, "When people in Ohio
realize they are funded in large
part by George Soros, they
quickly dismiss them." He was
referring to billionaire nnauciei
George Soros, who contributed
millions of dollars in the campaign against President Bush
in 2004.

Chaudhuri said Soros monej
is not helping pay for the ads.

bit of information we can aboul
what happened, where Erica is.
what happened to Erica Baker
In October, a jury found
( firistian Gabriel guiltj ol
corpse abuse and e\ iclencc
tampering in I rica's disappeai
ance.

DAYTON, Ohio
Aim resist
Prosecutors accuse Gabriel ol
a for more than three years,
• iiiiinei federal public defend- driving the van thai hit I rfca as
ei agreed yesterday to testify shedartedintoastreel between
parked cars and burying the
about what a former client may
have told her ahum the 1999 girl's he icl\ in,i state park.
Pam Schmidt, Erica's granddisappearance ol a 9-year-old
mother, said she hopes whatgiri,
ever information
Belli
lewis
lewis has will
released a statesomehow help the
ment saying she
family locale I rica's
decided to testify
remains.
in the I rica Maker
"I don I know
case after losing her
what she knows.
appeal before
bill I know she
eral appeals com i in
knows something,"
Cincinnati. Courts
Schmidt said, "it's
have turned down
a huge
puzzle,
her argument thai
and each piece Ills
conversations with
into thai puzzle,
her client should be
Eventual!)
that
confidential.
pu/zles going to be
"I mm find thai i
pui together, and
must fulfill my duty
we're going to know
as an attorney to the
MATHIASHECK1R..
courts," Lewis said
MONTGOMERY COUNTY where I.lie a is."
Earlier yesterday,
Authorities
PROSECUTOR
the lull U.S. Circuit
believe Erica is dead,
Court ol Appeals in
struck by a van and
her body buried. However, no Cincinnati ruled I 0 thai fedmurder charge has been filed eral courts do not have jurisdicin the case. Erica's' body lias tion In the mailer ,un\ sem the
never been found and police case hack IO state court, which
have slopped looking because found lewis iii contempt for
refusing to testify.
they are out of leads.
The federal conn said I ewis
Authorities believe lewis'
former client may have been in chose to litigate hei c ase In
the van thai struck Erica, lewis state court.
"Having had hei day in court,
refused to answer questions
aboul thai when she appeared i ewis seeks m profil from outrunning her first state contempt
before a grand jury.
"Anything and everything we oidei by raising federal argu
can gel is what we re after," said mentS thai She tailed to raise
MontgomeryCountyProsecutoi when she had the chance, the
Mathias Heck Jr. "We want every appeals court wrote.

"We want
every bit of
information
we can
about what
hapepened,
where Erica
is, what
happened to
Erica Baker."

Welcome Back Week Specials
Monday Madness
reesideol chips & salsa
with any purchase'

Two lor Tuesday
SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •
$100 off Deposit
This week only

e entree get one tree'
Wacko Taco Wednesday
Free soli or crispy taco
with any purchase!

Thirsty Thursday
Free 22 oz. drink
tvilh any purchase'

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue ■ Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Fri & Saturday
Late Night MeaJ
$5 meal (includes a drink
and any entree) from
12 a m. - 3 a m
ier valid mlh any college ID

419-353-7200 ■
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PRESIDENT GIVES WARNING TO DEMOCRATS

WORLD

WASHINGTON (AP) -- President Bush warned
Democratic critics of his Iraq policy yesterday to watch
what they say or risk giving "comfort to our adversaries"
and suffering at the ballot box in November. In his first
speech of 2000 last week in Chicago, he challenged
Democrats on the economy.

Iran breaks nuclear program promise
U.N. concerned, Iran
says move is 'merely
in the field of research'
By All Akbar Dareini
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TEHRAN, Iran — Iran removed
U.N. seals on uranium enrichmenl equipment and resumed
nuclear research yesterday, defying demands it maintain a twoyear freeze on its nuclear program
and sparking an outcry from the
United States and Kurope.
The International Atomic
Ijiergy Agency said Iran plans
to enrich uranium as part of its
experiments with the nuclear fuel
cycle. An IAKA statement issued
in Vienna, Austria, said Iran (old
the agency the scale of its enrichment work would be limited.
U.S. officials denounced Iran's
move, calling it a step toward
creating material for nuclear

Vahid Salem AP Photo

ENDING THE FREEZE: Deputy head of the Atomic Energy Organization of
Iran Mohammad Saeedi speaks to the press in Tehran, Iran yesterday.

bombs,

"If the regime in Iran continues planned to meet his French and
on the current course and fails to German counterparts Thursday
abide by its international obliga- to discuss whether to refer Iran to
tions, there is no other choice but the Security Council.
"There was no good reason
to refer the matter to the Security
Council," White House press sec- why li.in should have taken this
step if its intentions are truly
retary Scott McClellan said.
peaceful and ii wanted
The U.N. council
could impose sanclong-stand"What we toing resolve
International contions on Tehran.
resume
is
cerns," Straw said.
Germany's forThe latest move
eign minister raised
merely in
doubts over the
came as Iran has been
the field of taking a more confronfuture of Ijiropeanled negotiations research, not tational line widi the
with hard-line
on Iran's nuclear
more than West,
President Mahiuoud
program, questionAhmadinejad recently
ing whether there
that."
calling for Israel to be
remains any basis
MOHAMMAD
SAEEDI,
"wiped off the map''
for more talks.
ATOMIC
ENERGY
Britain warned
and denying the
ORGANIZATION
OF
IRAN
Holocaust.
that the internationThe United States
al community was
'running out of patience" with accuses Iran of seeking to develTehran, and Foreign Secretary op nuclear weapons, a charge
lack Straw said Iran had breached denied by Iran, which contends
IAEA resolutions. Straw said he its program aims only to pro-

duce energy. France, Germany
and Britain have been leading
long-troubled negotiations with
Iran aimed at ensuring its program is peaceful.
The seals were removed
Tuesday from equipment at
the nuclear plant at Natanz, the
center of Iran's uranium enrichment program.
Iran stressed it was not resuming enrichment, a key process
that can produce either material
lor a nuclear weapon or fuel for
a teactot Instead, it said it was
restarting research activities at
the plant.
"What we resume is merely in
the field of research, not more
than that," the deputy head of
the Atomic linergy Organization
of Man. Mohammad Saeedi, told
a news conference, "Production
HI nuclear fuel" — which would
Involve enrichment — "remains
IRAN, PAGE 9

Sharon recovery continues Disaster brings Thailand fortune
Hand movement may
be good sign, but full
prognosis days away
By Ravi Nessman
THE ASSOCIAtID PRESS

JERUSALEM - Doctors
reported progress yesterday by
Ariel Sharon, saying the Israeli
leader moved his left hand
and appeared to respond to
his sons' voices In new signs
of recovery from a massive

+

stroke.
But while doctors said
Sharon was no longer in
immediate danger, they cautioned it would be days before
they could determine the lull
extent Of the damage he suffered from a brain hemorrhage
and whether he has lost his
ability to think and reason.
"I think compared with
recent days ... there are significant changes in the prime

still have a long way to go, and
we have to be patient." said Dr.
Yoram Weiss, one of Sharon's
anesthesiologists.
Sharon suffered a massive
stroke Ian. 4 and underwent
three surgeries to stop hemiitiliaging on the right side of
his brain. He has been kept in
a medically induced coma to
give him time to recover.
Israelis were stunned at the

minister's condition. But wre

SHARON. PAGE 9
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Worst flooding in 40
years brings gold to
surface of river banks
By Sutin Wannabovorn
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

THAM THA MAUK, Thailand —
Severe floods that washed away
homes, bridges and lives apparently have compensated hapless
villagers in southern Thailand with
a treasure—gold.
Hundreds of fortune-seekers
armed with shovels and pans are

flocking to the stream of I ham
Tha Mauk village in search of
the precious metal, which surfaced from stream hanks afta
the deluge.
"The spirit of Ilia Mauk
IGrandtather Mauk] has given us
worshippers a treasure to compensate for what we lost in the
flooding," said 60-year-old Sangad
Chankhaew as he flashed a broad
smile after a buyer gave him Slit)
in cash for a gold nugget the Size
of a rice grain. Sangad found the
nugget 30 minutes after starting

his davi >l panning for gold.
He was among about 50 gold
diggers on die banks of the Tha
Mauk stream, scooping sand and
mud into wooden pans and hopefully swishing them around in the
water one recent morning.
November's flooding — the
worst the area has seen in 40 years
— caused landslides and the collapse of the stream's banks, exposing an area for gold digging
The gold is more plentiful than
GOLD,PAGE 9
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SPRING SPECIALS
Tuesdays:

Martini siaiil
• January Special: $2 Martinis All Month
•$1.75 Blue Moon

Wednesdays:

J.^XA -<;oth Nighr (Appropriate Dress Required!
•$2.75 Jack Daniels ' $3.00 Bombs
•Sl.SOCaptiin/Kum ' $2.50 Pitchers

Thursdays: ■ $1.00 Bud & Bud Light Drafts • $1.75 Amaretto Sours
Fridays: Ladies Night: $1 off cover for Ladies before 12:30
• $3 Bombs • $2 Sky Punch
• Sl.SOCoors & Miller Lite Bottles and Drafts

Saturdays: COLLEGE ID NIGHT: $1 off cover before 12:30
♦ S1.75 Corona ♦ SI.75 Long Island

January Special: $2 Martini's on Tuesday

SEMESTER SPECIAL

Reduced Cover for Under 31

m

Every Night • All Night!!!
Coat Check Now Only $1

BG vs. Northern Illinois

TONIGHT
7:00 PM
1 B77 BGSU TICKET
WWW.BGSUFALC0NS.CDM
TICKET OUTLETS:
■ Memorial Hall Ticket Offn ■
- BG on Main 133 Main Street
■ University Bookstore
■ Student Union Information Desk

PRESENTED
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Diggers rush to pan for gold Israel supports ill prime minister
6010. FROM PAGE 8

in the past years," said Sanguan,
Sangad's older brother who goes
by only one name. He said his
family has made about $2,000
since they began panning after
the water receded
Sanguan's house was lightly
damaged by the floods, and a
part of his pineapple plantation
was washed away.
The flooding swept away
houses, roads and bridges in the

Bangsaphan district, 180 miles
south of Bangkok, where the
stream is. Six people were killed
in flash floods in Bangsaphan in
November.
Gold diggers have offered flowers, incense and sweets to Tha
Mauks small spirit house, which
was erected near the stream.
Local folklore says that the spirit
of Tha Mauk owns the gold-rich
forest of the area and that he
occasionally gives to worshippers
from liis stores.

SHARON, FROM PAGE 8

1 h.mi Tha Mauk used to be
a gold mining village, but gold
digging ended some 30 years
ago when vast swathes of forest were converted into private
pineapple plantations
"This area used to be a national
forest, but the rich people turned
this land into their private pineapple plantations," Sanguan said.
"But after the water washed way
part of the plantation and the
banks of stream, we had every
right to look for gold again."

illness of their 77-year-old leader and have intensely followed
updates on his condition. Some
made pilgrimages to Hadassah
Hospital, gathering outside to
pray, hanging up posters of
support and offering letters of
well wishes, many written by
children.
Israeli police said crime
in the country had fallen 50
percent since Sharon's stroke.
"It's hard to explain, but since
the prime minister became
ill there seems to have been
a change in people's behavior
patterns, their way of thinking," police spokesman Mickey
Rosenfeld said.
In his first public statement since his father's slroke.
Sharon's son Omri said the
family was grateful for the outpouring of support.
"I came to thank, in the name
of my family, the citizens of
Israel, who since Wednesday
have supported us with their
concern, with warm and loving prayers for the well-being
of my father," he told reporters
outside the hospital. "In addition, I want to send our great
appreciation and thanks to
Hadassah Hospital, the medical team treating my father and
his personal doctors who have
been working day and night to
treat the prime minister."
Also Tuesday, Secretary of
State Condoleezza Rice called
acting Prime Minister Ehud
Olmert to check on Sharon and
renew the Bush administration's support for establishment
of a Palestinian state.
Sharon suffered an initial,
minor stroke Dec. 18, which
doctors said was caused when
a blood clot escaped through a
small hole in his heart. Doctors

World reacts to Iran's decision
IRAN, FROM PAGE 8

suspended," he said.
The IAEA statement said uranium hexafluoride — a gaseous
form of uranium — will "be fed
into cascades" of centrifuges as
part of Iran's activities. That can
produce low-level nuclear fuel or
weapons-grade material.
Iranian nuclear workers
removed the seals in the presence of IAEA inspectors, then
researchers resumed their work,
he said. Saeedi did not specify
the equipment that had been
unsealed, saying that was "a confidential issue between us and
the IAEA."
IAEA spokeswoman Melissa
Fleming said the agency's 35nation board of governors was
informed late yesterday about
what the Iranians planned to do
with the unsealed equipment.
Iran's decision to freeze
some nuclear activities was
voluntary, so the IAEA had no
option but to remove the seals
at Iran's request.
The move further erodes the
suspension of nuclear activit les
that has been the centerpiece
of Iran's negotiations with the
West. Tehran agreed to the
freeze in October 2003 as a confidence-building measure and

to avoid being referred to the
council.
In August, Iran removed seals
at another nuclear plant outside
Isfahan and resumed uranium
reprocessing. That prompted
Europe to break off its negotiations temporarily. The talks
resumed in December, and a
new round was scheduled for
later this month.
French President Jacques
Chirac warned Iran it would
commit a serious mistake if it
ignored the international community on its nuclear program.
German Chancellor Angela
Merkcl said Iran was sending "worrying signals" on the
nuclear issue.
In Vienna, the chief U.S. representative to the IAEA, Gregory
L. Schulte, said Iran had shown
"its disdain for international
concerns and its rejection of
international diplomacy."
"The regime continues to
choose confrontation over
cooperation, a choice that
deepens the isolation of Iran
and harms the interests of the
Iranian people. Iran is taking
another deliberate step toward
enrichment, which creates the
material for nuclear bombs,"
Schulte said.

The West has long pushed
for Iran to abandon uranium
enrichment, which Tehran
has refused to do, insisting
it has a right to develop the
entire nuclear fuel cycle. The
Europeans have been pressing
a compromise proposal under
which Iran's enrichment activities would be conducted in
Russia to ensure no material is
diverted toward weapons.
The European Union, lapan
and Russia all expressed concern.
Russian Foreign Minister
Sergey Lavrov said his country was working to ensure that
Tehran maintains its freeze on
enriching uranium until talks
can be held between Moscow
and Tehran over the proposal to
move enrichment to Russia.
In September, the IAEA board
of governors passed a resolution
telling Iran to return to "full
and sustained suspension of
all enrichment-related activity" until questions had been
answered about the scope of its
nuclear program.

tmilio Morenatti AP Photo

FUTURE STILL UNCERTAIN: Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon and
Vice-Premier Ehud Olmert in Israel's parliament on June 14, 2005.

prescribed blood thinners
ahead of a planned procedure
to close the hole.
Outside expertssaid the blood
thinners could have worsened
Sharon's brain hemorrhage.
Mor-Ynsof said Tuesday that
doctors had discovered alter
Sharon's initial slroke thai he
suffered from cerebral amyloid
angiopathy, a disease t hat can
cause brain bleeding, particularly in the elderly. The revelation raised questions aboul the
doctors' decision to prescribe
blood thinners.

Dr. Anthony Hudd. a stroke
specialist at St. Thomas
I lospital in London, said giving
blood thinners to a person suffering from the brain disease
"certainly wouldn't be standard
procedure," but it was a judgment call and indicated his
doctors believed the hole in his
heart was more of a risk than a
brain hemorrhage.
"I'm sure that the decisions
they made were made in good
faith based on the information
ihe\ had," he said.

Make JOHN NEW10VE REAL ESTATE INC. your FIRST CHOICE

your search for affordable housing]
EFFICIENCIES
4S1 THURSTIN- Across Street from Offenhauer.
Furnished with full bath, stove and refrigerator. School
Year- One person Rate- S395.00. One Year- One Person
Rate- $365.00.

3 Bedroom Apartments
• Furnished
• 2 Full Baths
• FREE WIRELESS
INTERNET
• Laundry on site GIUENBRIAR, INC

<a&

Select Units Have:
•Air Conditioning
Starting at
•Gas Log Fireplace $825/month
+ Utilities
•Tile Floors
Greenbriar, Inc.
(419) 352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for I or 2 occupants. Check with Rental
Office for prices for 2 occupants.
517 E. REED STREET At Thurstln. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One person RateS465.00. One Year- One Person Rate- S400.00
707-727 THIRD STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year- One Person Rate- S395.00. One
Year- One Person Rate- $350.00.
825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed! Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One Person Rate$465.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $410.00.
449-4SS S. ENTERPRISE- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year- One Person Rate- $385.00. One
Year- One Person Rate- $350.00.
839 SEVENTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. Dishwasher. School Year- One Person Rate$460.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $395.00.

PETS ALLOWED
with $250.00 Nonrefundable pet deposit at these
locations:
403
831
725
802

High
Seventh
Ninth
Sixth

825
640
777
517

Third
Eighth
Manville
E. Reed

755 Manville
841 Eighth
733 Manville

Rates available for 1.2 or 3 occupants. Check with Rental
Office for prices other than Two Person Rates.
517 E. REED- At Thurstln. Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rate- $625.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $525.00.
SOS CLOUCH STREET- Behind Klnkos. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath + vanity. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $620.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
521 EAST MERRY- Furnished. One bath. School YearTwo Person Rate- $655.00. One Year- Two Person RateS555.00. • Lower floors reduced rate.
402 HIGH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath.
School Year-Two Person Rate- $590.00. One Year- Two
Person Rate- $490.00.
701 FOURTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One
bath. Vanity in each bedroom. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $620.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
810 FIFTH. 649 + 707 Sixth 8, 818 SEVENTHFurnished or Unfurnished. One bath ♦ Hall Vanity. School
Year-Two Person Rate- $560.00. One Year- Two Person
Rate- $470.00.

17 Georgia - 3BR. Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars
j840.0 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00.
Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.

840-8S0 SIXTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
Two full baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.

140 1/2 Manville - 2BR. Limit 2 people .
Limit 2 cars. $560.0 per month plus utilities,
deposit $560.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007.

831 SEVENTH- Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath +
Hall Vanity. School Year-Two Person Rate- $555.00. One
Year- Two Person Rate- $480.00.

614 Fourth - 3BR. Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars
$840.0 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00.
Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
710 Eighth - 3BR. Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars
$840.0 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00.
Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $690.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $690.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to August
4, 2007
714 Eighth. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $680.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $680.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to August
4, 2007

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE- Unfurnished. Dishwasher.
1 1/2 Baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $630.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.

Let our Friendly Staff assist you in
Hnding AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
WE CAN HELP YOU!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across trom Taco Bell)
Hours Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 4:30

319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across from TACO BELL
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260

Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30
Saturday- 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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BG's Horrell tabbed
Player of the Week
BGSU senior goalie Ion Horrell
has been named Inside College
Hockey's Player of the Week after
leading the Falcons to a 3-0 mark
last week.
In a two-game sweep of Ohio
State and a win over Colgate,
Horrell recorded a 0.67 goals
against average, as well as a .976
save percentage. BG is on a sixgame winning streak and is tied
for fifth in the CCHA.

WORTS
WOMEN'S TRACK

Angels fans
struggling to
identify with
home team
City of Anaheim suing
their team for millions
in lost publicity
By Gillian Fiaccus
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ANAHEIM. Calif. - Charles
Richter roots for the Angels. Not
the Anaheim Angels, not the
Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim,
not the California Angels. Just
the Angels.
For Richter. that's the easiest
way to keep ahead of a game
that took a strange twist last
year. That's when owner Arte
Moreno renamed the 2002
World Series champions the Los
Angeles Angels of Anaheim —
and the city slapped the team
with a lawsuit, claiming tens of
millions in lost publicity.
"It's the players, the team,
it's the Angels we root for. Not
what's behind the word Angels'
or in front of it," said Richter, 35,
who runs the popular fan site
http://www.angelswin.com.
But many fans do care, and
say the war of words obscures
what the debate is really about:
A general failure to recognize
that Orange County, population 3 million, is a strong community with its own identity
that doesn't need LA's cachet.
"You can sell 'The OC' or vou
can sell Beverly Hills 90210.'
Well, one of them's kind of
outdated," said lohn Ward, an
Angels fan who sold his season
tickets after the name change.
"It's this 1960s mentality of
Orange County, that it's a suburb of Los Angeles. It's a slap in
the face."
Opening statements will
begin Friday. Jury selection
began yesterday and wasscheduled to continue today.
The Angels began play in
1961 as the Los Angeles Angels,
then changed their name to the
California Angels when they
moved from Los Angeles to
Anaheim in 1966. They became
the Anaheim Angels in 1997.
Since Moreno announced the
latest name change a year ago,
the saga has dragged on like a
15-inninggame.
Moreno has suggested he
might move the team, some
fans have boycotted games
and the city unsuccessfully
asked courts to block the name
change until the current lawsuit
was resolved.
Citing the trial's start, Moreno
and team attorneys declined
interviews with The Associated
Press through a spokesman.
But Moreno, Major League
Baseball's first Hispanic owner,
has said the Angels have been in
a "demographic box" in terms
of fan base, broadcast contracts and sponsorship deals.
Highlighting "Anaheim" didn't
capitalize on being part of the
second-largest media market in
the nation, he has said.
"The fact is, if you put people
in a box, whether it's racial or
economic or marketing-wise,
you don't give them a chance to
grow," Moreno told The Orange
County Register shortly after
announcing the name change.
"We're not changing where
we live. We're not changing
the Angels."
And with that, Moreno started marketing his team to Los
Angeles — even slapping up
Angels billboards blocks from
Dodger Stadium, the home of
I ft Original team.
Anaheim Mayor Curt Pringle
refused to attend a single
game, though he caved when
the Angels made last year's
playoffs.
CONFUSION, PAGE 11

Women are back on track
BGSU hosts Miami and WMU to open year
By Adam Mierin
REPORTER

Sometimes, playing the waiting game can be difficult.
As is the case with the BGSU
women's track team, which
has been champing at the
bit to prove its worthiness. A
team touted as one of the best
in recent program memory,
the Falcons will finally get thai
chance to prove themselves
Saturday in a triangular home
meet against Miami University
and Western Michigan.
The meet will begin at noon
and wrap up by 3:30 p.m.
"Coming off break we're
excited to get the season
underway to see where we
are as a team physically and
technically and how we stack
up against league rivals," said
Falcon coach Scott Sehmann.
Sehmann hopes the long
season will culminate with
some Falcons at the National
Championships, which take
place in early lune.
Everyone involved seems
excited about the team, and
they will get a chance right
away against two MidAmerican Conference schools
to show what they have.
"1 really think this will shake
itself out this weekend and
in the near future," Sehmann
said. "I really am looking for
a team effort across the board
to bring about a competitive
showing this weekend."
Each individual phase of
the team (sprinters, distance
runners, and throwers) seemingly has some depth and will
be counted on equally to carry
the team to success.
"We will have solid individuals in the jumps, sprints and
hurdles," Sehmann said. "We
will have to rely more on high
Finishes here to help with the
team points in the end versus
BG Hewl Fill Photo
two-three scorers in throwing events. The team will also HERE WE GO AGAIN: Stephanie Hillman. sophomore, competes in a track meet last spring. Hillman and the
have a chance to be pretty Falcons will begin their season at home this weekend against MAC foes Miami and Western Michigan.
strong in the mid distance
future with its incoming fresh- and maturity," Sehmann said. the team will get many more
and long distance areas."
Although the Falcons' depth man and returning sopho- "With our young performers chances to compete before the
making the adjustment to the MAC indoor track championis certainly a strong point, it's mores.
"OUT expectations are to collegiate ranks in the weeks to ships Feb. 24-25. All the meets
also imperative for the younger
members of the team to per- make an improved showing come, they should also help us will be gearing the team for a
chance at the outdoor conferform well. The team hopes to in the league (his winter, with to be successful."
After Saturday's events, ence title in a few months.
see some previews of a bright lhe veterans showing growth

Former pitcher relieved after getting call

Richard Orow AP Photo
ETERNAL GLORY Bruce Suiter was elected to the Hall of Fame.
By Ronald Blum
THE ASS0CIAIE0 PRESS

NEW YORK — After falling short
a dozen times, Bruce Suiter
was relieved.
He became only the fourth
reliever given baseball's
highest honor, gaining election to the Hall of Fame
yesterday.

"When the phone call came
and the caller ID said 'New
York,' I thought, oh, maybe tliis
is it," he said.
And when he found out he
had made it, Sutler flashed a
signal, giving a "thumbs-up" to
his wife, sons and daughtersin-law.
"Ihey started screaming," he

recalled, "and, actually, I started
crying."
Becoming the first pitcher
elected to the Hall of lame with
no oanet starts, the split-linger
pioneer was listed on 76.9 percent of the ballots, collecting
400 ol a record 520 votes cast by
members of the BaseM Writers'
Association of America who have
been in the organization for 10
consecutive years or more.
"It was a call that you always
hope for, but you never really
expect it to happen," Sutter said.
"I didn't think it would affect me
or hit me as hard as it did."
Ilayers needed 390 votes (75
percent) to gain election. Boston
Red Sox slugger Inn Rice fell 53
shon, finishing second with 337
voles (64.8 percent), one ahead
of reliever (ioose Gossage.
Sutter was the first player
elected on the 13th try or later
since Ralph Kiner in 1975. Rice
was appearing for the 12th time
and has three years remaining
on the writers' ballot. Gossage
was on the ballot for the
seventh time.
It might be difficult for Rice
and Gossage to gain votes next
year, when Cal Ripken Ir., Tony
Gwynn and Mark McGwire

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWSXOM/SPORTS

appear on the ballot for the first
time. Each voter may select up
to 10 players.
"I was planning a hunting trip
next year if I didn't get in this
year," Sutter said. "I didnt need
to be around the phone, I can tell
you that."
Andre Dawson was fourth
with 3J 7 votes, followed by Bert
Blyleven (277), Lee Smith (234),
lack Morris (214), Tommy John
(154) and Steve Garvey (135).
Pete Rose, baseball's banned
career hits leader, received 10
write-in votes in what would
have been his final year of eligibility. Stricken from the ballot
after going on the banned list
for betting on Cincinnati while
managing the team, Rose was
written in on 249 of 7,207 ballots
(3.5 percent) over 15 years.
The other players in the Hall
who primarily were relievers are
Hoyt Wilhelm (elected in 1985),
Rollie Fingers (1992) and Dennis
Eckersley (2004).
Sutter said Gossage and Smith
also should be in.
"I just think sometimes that
the voters try to compare us with
the starting pitchers," he said.
"V* can't compete with their
HALL, PAGE 11
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USA coach
prohibited
from being
with team
Nardiello will likely
appeal again in
time for Olympics
By Tim Reynolds
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

U.S. skeleton coach Tim
Nardiello lost his bid yesterday
to have his suspension on
sexual harassment allegations
overturned so he could join
his Olympics-bound team
at this weekend's World Cup
competition in Germany.
New York Supreme Court
Justice lames Dawson upheld
Nardiello's suspension and
issued his decision by fax one
day after the coach went to
court in Elizabethtown, N.Y.,
seeking reinstatement
Nardiello, placed on paid
administrative leave Dec. 31 by
the U.S. Bobsled and Skeleton
Federation after two sexual
harassment complaints were
made against him, is expected
to continue appealing with
hopes of coaching the U.S.
team at the Turin Olympics
next month.
He's scheduled to be interviewed by U.S. Olympic
Committee officials later this
week. The USOC has the final
say on which athletes and
coaches compose its delegation for the Turin Games.
"After reviewing the employee handbook, the Court is not
convinced that the Plaintiff...
is entitled to any relief directing the (USBSF) to remove
him from administrative leave
pending an investigation into
the complaints against him as
an employee," Dawson wrote
in a five-page decision.
Even if the USOC doesn't
issue Nardiello a credential,
he still could coach at the
Olympics, although not in
any official capacity with
American sliders.
Nardiello also coaches four
international athletes — three
of whom are expected to compete in Turin — and could
obtain credentialing through
the International Bobsleigh
and Skeleton Federation or
through the nations of the foreign athletes he works with.
"We will continue moving
forward with our investigation and had planned to do
so regardless of what the court
decided today," USOC spokesman Daiiy I Seibel said.
The suspension stemmed
largely from two allegations,
one from the mother of 2002
Olympic gold medalist Tristan
Gale, the other from longtime skeleton athlete Felicia
Canfleld. Attorneys for the
USBSF said other allegations
have been made since the suspension was levied, although
they have not specified how
many more accusers have
come forward.
Marsha Gale urged the
USBSF to remove Nardiello
because of what she described
as a pattern of sexually inappropriate comments and
innuendo directed at her
daughter and other sliders.
Canfleld said Nardiello made
explicit comments and tried
to touch and kiss her.
Nardiello has continually denied those claims, saying they mainly stem from
comments he made three
seasons ago.
"I have said things which
I have been reprimanded
for and I said that I wouldn't
say them again, I haven't
since and I won't start now,"
Nardiello said in a statement
released to The Associated
Press. "Three years later the
ghost has reared its ugly head.
NARDIELLO, PAGE 11
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Slitter just fourth reliever in Hall! Coach dated one of his athletes
HALL. FROM PAGE 10

statistics, their innings or their
strikeouts. I think if you compare us against each other, I think
you'll see we're all pretty equal....
Without us, it's tough to win."
Sutler was a six-time All-Star
and the 1979 NL Cy Young Award
winner, compiling 300 saves during a 12-season major league
career with the Chicago Cubs,
St. Louis and Atlanta that ended
in 1988. He had a 68-71 record
with a 2.83 ERA and was third on
the saves list when his career was
cut short by a torn rotator cuff
— now he's 19th in saves.
He credited Fred Martin, a
Cubs minor league pitching
coach, with teaching him the
splitter late in the 1973 season,
and Mike Roarke, another Cubs
coach, with helping him refine it.
"It just tickles me still when
you see Roger Clemens, as great
as he is, throw a split-finger and

the hitter just swings and misses.
They don't see that ball that well,"
Suiter said, "lack Morris threw an
awful good one and Mike Scott—
there's a lot of great pitchers over
the years that 1 think that pitch
definitely helped their career."
Sutler turned to the splitter following elbow surgery.
"I was a little reluctant to throw
sliders or breaking balls anymore," he said. "I was short with
the fastball and shon with the
breaking ball. I needed another pitch or I would never have
pitched in the big leagues."
When he first went on the ballot in 1994, Sutler received 109
voles {23.9 percent). His percentage rose to 66.7 last year, when
Wade Hoggs and Ryne Sandberg
were elected and Slitter fell 43
votes short.
"Were my stats good enough?
I didn't know." Suiter said. "You
just kind of keep hoping."
Rice's percentage increased

to 64.8 from 59.5 last year, and
Gossage's rose to 64.6 from 552,
which bodes well for the pair.
The highest percentage of votes
gained by a player who wasn't
elected in a later year was 63.4 by
Gil Hodges in 1983, his final time
on the ballot.
Orel Hershiser (58 votes) and
Albert Belle (40) were the only
players among the 14 first-time
candidates to receive 5 percent, meaning they will remain
on the ballot next year. Among
those dropped were Will Clark
(23 votes), Dwight (louden
(17), Willie McGee (12) and
Chicago White Sox manager
()//k'Guillen (5).
Suiter will be inducted into
the Hall during ceremonies on
luly 30 in Cooperstown. N.Y. The
Veterans Committee doesn't vote
this year, but a special Negro
leagues and pre-Negro leagues
selection committee meets Icb.
27 in Tampa, Fla.
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but the words and the lone are
completely different and offer a
new meaning."
Meanwhile, the USBSF said
it vvas "making preparations
for a prompt hearing" on the
Nardiello matter, if he chooses
to accept the federation's offer
of going before an impartial
decision-maker or to binding
animation.
"The USBSF is pleased that the
Court recognized the exclusive
jurisdiction of the USBSF and
the U.S. Olympic Committee ...
to resolve matters such as this,"

Miller admits to skiing
while drunk among
other rebellious acts
By Erica Buiman
1HF ASSOCIATED PRESS

WENGEN, Switzerland — U.S.
ski coach Phil McNichol questions whether Bode Miller should
remain with the team following his comments about racing
and drinking
The overall World Cup champion said during a "60 Minutes"
profile on CBS thai it's not easy "to
ski when you're wasted."
The United Stales Ski and
Snowboard Association has been
swamped with angry phone calls
from team donors and corporate
sponsors since those remarks,
and president and CEO Bill Maroll
traveled to Wengen to meet
with Miller.
McNichol said yesterday that
Miller has been testing the team's
limits the last two years with his
contentious statements, late-night
habits and refusal to compromise
with staff.
"I don't know what the answer
is. First we have to call the question: Can we still do this together?" McNichol told The Associated
Press. "1 think the question Bode
has to answer is: Do you still want
to be a pan of the United States
ski team?"
"He's always tried to be a rebel,
which was OK because it was fun
sometimes and actually brought a
lot of thinking outside the box and

pushed the Ixirriers," he added.
"However, it's grown to a place
where it's no longer about being
opinionated and outspoken. It's
about how much do 1 really want
to be here."
Miller, who travels the tour
independently in his own RV,
could race separately from the
U.S. team. Kristina Koznick left
the women's team in 2000 to train
and race autonomously with boyfriend mid coach Dan Stripp.
Such a move could require
Miller to handle his own logistic
and administrative responsibilities and pay for his own coaches,
service and travel.
Miller, who last season became
the first U.S. skier to win the overall
World Cup title in 22 years, told the
CBS program in a broadcast aired
Sunday that "there's been times
when I've been in really tough
shape at the top of the course."
Talk about a hard challenge
right then" Miller said. "It's like
driving dnink only there's no rules
about it in ski racing."
Asked if the risk meant he would
never ski dnink again, the 28-yearold Miller replied, "No, I'm not
saying thai."
McNichol said this was only
the latest In a string of problems
Miller caused the team, which has
long disapproved of his self-portrayal as a wikl partyer who likes
to drink.
In this month's online edition of
Maxim magazine. Miller says he
has arrived at races drunk "from
the night before, where I'm just

sobering up by the first round."
"We've been pretty busy cleaning up after our one outspoken
cowboy." McNichol said. "When
important people start to ask
WDM kind of organization are you
guys running, it's going to get the
boss' attention.
"(Miller) definitely feels entitlement. His impression is that
he's really not that much work
for us because lie's not around
much, but he's bar-none twice
the work of any oilier athlete in
the program."
Battier this season, Miller
angered ski officials by calling
for liberalized anti-doping niles.
Teammates say they are now targeted for increased ilnig testing
Last month, Miller refused to
take an equipment test to ensure
his ski boots confonned to regulations and was fined US$762
(999 Swiss francs, ?650). The team
ended up paying the fine for him,
McNichol said.
Miller, who gripes about his
sponsor and media obligations
and often talks of a deep lack of
motivation, last year threatened
to skip the Olympics and launch a
rebel ski lour.
"I think it's a little bit the image
the people behind him want
him to portray," International Ski
Federation secretary general Sarah
Lewis said. "It could be part of
the problem."
Miller declined to speak to
reporters al the World Cup races
MILLER. PAGE 12

1 le received a letter from USBSF
interim executive Rook' Vaughn
on Nov. 29, detailing the federation's concern and displeasure
with certain aspects of his job performance, including his decision
to become romantically involved
with an athlete on the World ('.up
circuit — and warning him that
he could be Bred.
Weeks later, the allegations
of sexual harassment came
to light and led to the coaching change, even though most
men's and women's sliders in
contention for Olympic spots
supported Nardiello and pleaded for him to slay.

Former Rams WR and
broadcaster dies at 62
ByJimSalter

Miller testing the patience
of country's ski program

said Dan Goodwin, the USBSF's
vice president and legal counsel. "And we arc also pleased
that the Court has deferred
to the authority and discretion of the USBSF to handle
this issue."
Nardiello's recent troubles
with the USBSF have included
a litany of issues, like his dating
a skeleton athlete from New
Zealand, how he authorized
on-ice training time for theninjured slider Noellc PikusPace earlier this season without
the federation's consent, and
finally the allegations of sexual
harassment.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ST. IOUIS — lack Snow could
always be counted on to make
big receptions for the Los
Angeles Rams. Over the middle,
down the sideline or in the open
field, Snow simply had a knack
for catching the football.
"lack had the greatest hands
in that time period." Hall of
Fame defensive end Deacon
[ones said. "You won't talk about
his speed, but his speed vvas
deceiving. I le would catch that
slant panem over the middle
and I've seen him outrun some
guys that we thought were fast."
Snow, a star wide receiver for
the Rams from 1965-75 and a
longtime team broadcaster, died
Monday night, the club said. I le
vvas 62.
Snow had been hospitalized on and off for the past two
months with a blood-borne
staph infection. His family
was with him when he died at
Barnes-Jewish Hospital in St.

Louis, team spokesman Duane the few guys we had thai would
go across the middle and catch
Lewis said.
"He was a great teammate, that football. He was tough —
one of the hardest-working guys tough as nails."
that 1 played with," lones said. "A
After an All-America career at
terrible loss, a terrible shocker, Notre Dame. Snow was drafted
eighth overall by the Minnesota
lack was a young man."
Snow, the father of Gold Glove Vikings in 1965 but MOD traded
first baseman I.T. Snow, was to Ins Angeles, where he spent
an analyst on the Hams' radio his entire 11 -year Ml. career.
"lack vvas a Special part of the
broadcasts, moving to St. Louis
widi the team 10 years ago. 1 lis Hams' family for many years."
last game in the booth was Nov. Rams owner Georgia Erontiere
20 during the Rams' home loss said. "It's very painful when a
to Arizona.
loved one is taken from us, but
Snow was selected to the fortunately we are left with so
Pro Bowl in 1967 and still ranks many exciting and beautiful
among the team leaders in sev- memories that we shared with
eral receiving categories. I le had lack on and off the field."
Added
Lawrence
340 receptions for 6,012 yards
— a 17.7-yard average — and 15 McCutcheon, the Rams' director
touchdowns in 150 career regu- of player personnel, who played
lar-season games for the Rams. with Snow from 1972-75: "When
In 1967, he averaged 26.3 yards I came in he had bean in the
on 28 receptions and scored league four or five years. He was
well-established, a great route
eight TDs.
"The guy ran the best patterns runner, very dedicated to the
of any receiver during our periSNOW, PAGE 12
od," lones said. "I le was one of

Fans hope identity gets fixed
CONFUSION, FROM PAGE 10

Still, he's one of the lawsuit's
biggest backers. Filed shortly
after the name change became
official last lanuary, the suit
claims the team violated a
1996 contract that required
"Anaheim" be featured prominently in all team-related merchandise and advertisements.
Thccityspcnt$20millionfixing up the stadium and leased
valuable land to the learn with
the understanding Anaheim
would get international name
recognition out of the deal, said

Andrew Guildford, the City's
co-counsel. The city wants the
name change reversed and is
seeking damages, arguing that
lost income from the leased
land and publicity the city
would otherwise get each time
the Angels play — so-called
"impressions" — is worth at
least $100 million.
Fans such as Ward see broader
implications for Orange County

whose residents account IbrtWOthirds of the team's ticket sales.
"Arte Moreno has said that one
of Orange County's highest profile things — the Angels — aren't
a part of Orange County." Ward
said, who hopes a jury can set
things right. "Who is this team
and wiio are they playing for? The
only thing I can hope for is thai
12 anonymous people in Orange
County can fix this problem."
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PACKAG?

CASH

LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map or locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.
• www.meccabg.com
NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007

BffOR£
SPRWG ^MAXt^-M-spec/Ai

Slop by office for listing'

Reouceo RAT*

1045 N Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

419 353 5800
inro@meccabg.com

*

2 Bedrooms. 2 Baths. 2 People

*29S.OO/mo.

The BIGGEST Package In Town!
^ 2 Resort style pools

^ Washer and dryer in every apt.

>J 3 Year-round hot tubs

^i Private shuttle route to campus

^ 3 High pressure tanning domes *l No deposits Rent starts at $299
^ 1 Huge 24-hr. Fitness center

^1 And much, much more!

•Fully Furnished
• Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
• 24 Hour Maintenance
•On Site Laundry
• NEXT TO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

NOW RENTING FOR FALL 3006
Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts.,

Also ask about our rental rates at
Merry Street Apts., 501 Pike Street
& 425 East Court St.

THE ENCLAVE I & II
706 Napoleon Rcl.
419-353-5100
www.collegeparkweb.com

44 S E. Wooster
Bowling Gieen. OH
43402
419 152.0717

J*"*~*S.
«■ ^

w

Hours:
Mon FM 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-1 pm

GREENBRIARJNC

WWW.BSNEWS.COM

Iff Wednesday. January 11,2006

Wild U.S. skier
preparing a
statement
MILLER. FROM PAGE 11

in Adellxxlt-ii last wirketul. His
agent said Miller is preparing a
siaiemenl.
"Bode is going m ((inter wilh
U.S. ski learn nllicials and it's my

expectailoii thai lie will release
Mime kind (if sort of statement,"
LoweDlaubiald
Miller toenteredlnevetymcethia
weekendallliehuilieihonirennen
— a super-coinliined Iriday, the
iradilional Saiimlay iknvnhill and
a slalom Sunday.

372-6977
' ■ ■

It, in, v.. "ill M kflOMnfl) i
tfaMMUM thai ikimnM.

m tmmn§i dh

irintiiiat~aia|i.i<iit Hit nnln-ln.il in yi<»i|i<iiMhi'
hanlnH imr. -c« »•>! « t n-ol irii«»Hi. ruKitukil
i

Snow was a family man

ing practice,
"I remember my first year, i iln i

iiiisly I'm a lice BgBtil imlxuly
and line (il the last Ktiys 111 Ihi'
iwcivet line, ;iml he wtis always
paying particular attention to
inc. making sure my details were
right and glviiigine positive leeilliiick." DaneliMikei said nrcntly.
"A guy like lack Snow
you're
going to miss him."
Hams internal medicine physician Doufljau Rogue said last
week that Snow's stapli infection
originated as a sinus infection,
then entered the hloodsmain
and Infected an artificial hip joint.
His staph infection was not the
kind that Is resistant to first-line
antibiotics, like the one several
Hams players siill'cn'd three veai's
ago, liigues'iid.

Travel

Help Wanted

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE'
5 Days From $299' Includes Meals.

Full' PT photographer needed HHI
South Carolina location. Will train
the light peison, heavy pholoshop

SNOW, FROM PAGE 11
game wilh outstanding hands,
and he had the ahilily to relate to
younger players and help them

adapt to professional life."
McCutcheon, a five-time I'm
Howl running hack, said he and
Snow stayed In almost constant
contact — even after their playing days ended.
I've always thought of him
as a no-nonsense guy who took
life liy the horns. 1 le enjoyed life,
enjoyed his kids and was very
proud of them,"
llefore he tell ill, Snow often
helped the Hams' receivers dur-

Taxes, Entry To Exclusive MTVu
Events, Beach Parties Wilh Celebri-

skills a plus, wkends S eves, working w/ the public, no sales, pay com

ties As Seen On Real World. Road
Rules1 On Campus Reps Needed1
www.SpringBreakTravel com
1 800 678 6386

w/ experience, to start ASAP. Call
Rob or Sue at 843-2900088

iftoMMm sH>a—By, Hm •»»

- vricr.ui W on thr bt*h at Ms) mhrr Irpalk
IKirteiixl Mm

Spring Break Panama City From
$199! Beachlronl Rooms ai Board
walk, Holiday Inn1 Free Parly Pack
age. Food at MTVu Parly Tenti Ba
hamas Cruise S299. Daytona $179.
Cancun. Acapulco. Nassau $599'
SpringBreakTravel com

Travel

800-678-6386
••»1 Soring Break Webaltat Low
Prices guarantees Book 11 people,
get 12th trip tree' Group discounts
loi6-www.SprlnciBreakDiacou.ntB
CSJILor wvrw.LeisureTour s.com or
800-8388202

Mother's Helper To pick up 2 kids
(rom school T. W. TH. 3:30-5:30 pm,
assist w/ homework, etc Please call
419-352 1956 alter 5:30 pm
PLAY SPORTS' HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs fun
loving counselors to teach all activi
ties Great summer' Call 888 844
8080. apply camocedarcom
Toledo area restaurant delivery
service now opening in BG Now
looking lor drivers to deliver lood

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING' up to $300'day No
exp. necessary Training provided

The Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by
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ACROSS

30 Greek letter
31
32
34
38
42
43
44
45

11srael's Abba
2 "Flashdance" director
Adrian
3 "Book of Days" singer
4 Hooded reptile
5 Doubly dangerous
6 Jersey cape
7 Hebrew prophet
8 Fry briefly
9 Shoe style
10 Papeete man
11 Sharp-crested ridge
12 Black of "Five Easy
Pieces"
13 Correct text
18 Dismal
19 Soviet news agcy.
23 Cut sharply
25
cava
26 Out ol control
27 Hollow cylinder
29 Ready for the pitch
33 Relative of should
35 Chap
36 Exploiter
37 Charles barker
39 Apple groves

48 Senator Cochran ol
Mississippi
49 Sing-along syllable
50 Colony ol social climbers?
54 Chicagoland paper
56 Address
58 Way out
62 I'm not the only one
64 South Afncan grassland
65 Golfer Aokl
66 Skirt
67 Building wings
68 Zaire's Mobuto Sese
69 Earthquake

1 Put into otlice
6 Sail support
10 Decide not to swing
14 AI this point
15 Amo.
i amat...
16 Composer Khachaturian
17 SETI question
20 Closer
21 Put into financial difficulties
22 Fruit drinks
24 London district
25 Industrial container
28 Dressy event
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trom area restaurants to homes,
businesses & hotels. Vehicle, insurance. Lunch & dinner shifts with
ttexibte hours 419-693 9008

53
55
57
59
60
61
63

Burned a bit
Dark blues
Compassion
Excuses
Motrln rival
Innovative
Immune system element
Untethered
Short-vowel symbol
Sask neighbor
Actor Morales
Caesar and Vicious
Watch winder
Hoo leader?

ANSWERS
/i

V

flatite bird
Lord Byron's Muse
Spanish water
Just between us
Oslo's nver
Actress Uta
Fisherman's profit?
Audit-taker's letters

40
41
46
47
60
51
52
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1432 E. WooiKr, BG

(419) 352-4663
-rfBllviry

IVIIIIBII-

Cal 90C-965-6520 ext 174

SERVING

Accompanist wanted for
Lutheran Church in Waterville.
Interested person call 419-878 0266

SINCE 1972

Concrete Finishers and
Brick Masons
Call 419-874-5006
Toll Free: 1-877-285-6141

We pay up to $75 per online survey
www.myspendingcash.com

Hours: Dim - 9pm Monday Saturday
Delivery 11 im 9pm Monday - Saturday

PASTA & SUBS

For Rent
For Rent
"Avail Now & 1 st ol yr 1. 2. 4 & 6
bedrm apts houses, great prices rooms low as $199.00 mo. Call
419-353 0325 9am-9pm

,

424 E. Wooster. Lg. 3 bdrm.
Avail Fall 2006. $900 mo. util.incl.
352 5882.

2 bdrm. 1 bathroom apt Storage
room
Very close to campus.

419 35! 22"

$550 mo Call I 843 425-8770

16? S. Main ■ Rowling Onen

Alt. S TADIIIM SKATING
a Day Advance Ticket Sales

FRESH

HOSTEL(■)
10S3I5530M5 1000
ninnr ponrn AND IHI OOBLEI OF
FIREim-UI
1245405
CHICKEN LITTLE |G,
4 20
THE FAMILY STONE IPO-Ill I 30 4 10 7 00 M0
RUMOR HAS IT ..(PO-1JI 12 45300520
7 40 10 00
GRANDMA'S BOYlR11 00 3 10 5 20 / 35 9 55
THE RINGER IPO-Ill
' 15345 7 10930
CHEAPER BY THE DOZEN 2(POI 100315
7 00 9 20
FUN WITH 0ICK1 JANE IP0-11I 12 50 3 00
510 7 20930
KING KONG IP0-1II
12 30420730810
CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: THE LION. THE
WITCH AND THE WARDROBE |P0l I 00 1 30
4 00 7 00 7 20
MEMOIRS OF A GEISHAlPO-111
7 20
TOURS. MINE AN0 OURS(POI1 00 3 10 5 20

f

&

A IE

r

M\IH\I imiiMri »Mi
HONDAl 11liry.liM.MI BRATS, (II MlOM7.fl.jO
IKIDd-SCNDVl AU SM1S. AI I SHOWS »i,-,u

WALK THE LINE IPG-IJI

experien

3 Bdrm. house avail, m May. 12 mo.
lease. WD hook-up, new furnace,
no pets. Call lor more info 419-3548146, after 3pm

GREEN MEADOW
APARTMENTS
214 NAPOLEON RD.
(419) 353-277.

lor
bedrooms**]
Re

4 00700940

with the
SAAFE program

5007:10910

7«THURA,PGi

500 710 9 20

4 bdrm. house. 2 car garage. W/D,
AC. 1 blk from campus Starting
May or Aug lor 06-07 school year 1
year lease 419-654-9512.
4 bed house, w/d. ac, 1 1/2 bath,
garage. 12 mo lease. Avail in May.
• $1350 mo. Call 419-836-7674 or
419 360-6060.

Call now & ask about our specials
1 S 2 bedroom apts. available in serene, park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heal, water & trash
Bowling Green Village. 352-6335.

510 7 20930

JUST LIKE HEAVED IP0-UI

311 Ridge St.
3 bdrm. house. Avail. Fall 2006
3525882

854 8TH St.. 1 bdrm, d/w, S395 mo
< elec & dep. Avail now. 9-12 mo
lease. Call 419-392-3354.

THELE0ENOOFZ0RROIPOI4O0 7 00930

Be a volunteer

30 day satisfaction guaranteed.
1 bdrm & studio starting at $355.
419-352-0590

For Rent

426 E. Wooster. Lg. 1 bdrm.
Avail. Fall 2006. $425 mo. Util. mcl.
352-5882
Clean, quiet, cozy, 1 bdrm apt. near
downtown & campus, no pets
$350'mo. & electric. 419-308-9909.
FOR RENT: 2 BR. near BGSU.
2 BR apt. , turn, w/ cable. Across
from BGSU. Avail.1st of the year
$680 mo JBIand16@aol.com or
(415)420-1607.
Houses'Apts. for 06-07 school year
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting, LLC.
419-352-8917-532 Manville Ave.
Office open 10-2 M-F
www.Pgaoanments.com
Quiet lenants prelerred.
Huge House.

OH RICH OR DIE TRYIN' l«l 4 15 7 20 9 40
FLIGHTPLAN ITO-lll

3 subleasers needed lor web coop
house directly across Irom campus
on the corner ol Pike & Thurston
starting ASAP Contact Lia @
419-354-8408 lor more information.

For Rent

-

4

bdrms,

4

living

rooms, W/D hookup Avail August.
No Pets. 419-308-1191. Quiet area.
Huge house 5 bdrms. 2 baths. Lg
yard, sun porch, zoned lor 5. Avail.
August. No pets. 419-308-1191.

Next School Year
3 bedrm. house, close to campus.
419-265-1061 or 419-352-4773
Nice 2 bdrm. lg living room & yard
Quiet area. 117 1/2 Ada. Avail Aug
S475/mo. No pets. 419-308-1191.
Nice 3* bdrm. Lg yard. Cathedral
ceiling, attached garage. Avail Aug
419-308-1191. No pets. $900/mo.
Retired teacher and prolessor will
share house. 5 bdrm, 2 wood burning fireplaces, wooded lot. $255
mo. includes all utilities. Call alter 7
and leave message (419)352-5523
Rooms For Rent $250 mo. incl.util.2
blocks from campus in a lg. house.
Call tor more Into. (419)575-4530.
Subleaser needed ASAP Close to
campus S197 50-uMities contact
419-366-6872 lor more inlo
Sublsr. needed. Univ. Courts bottom
floor. 2 bdrm., 1 bath, previous tenant already paid security deposit lor
new tenant. Contact Mason Brand
419-619-1545.

Low Monthly Rentals
$375 monthly included utilities.
phone, cable, and lurniture.
No Contract.
Please Call 419-352-5211

Summer roommate needed.
$325 month & utilities
307 N. Prospect. 419-575-3683
Very nice 4/5 bdrm. houses.New
decor, great loo gas, air, w/d., lots
pkggar May or Aug 419-353-7374

to help with
sexual assault
survivors.
♦ ♦♦

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

GTUVSHT&

From Only $475!
Deadline
for applications is
Wed, Jan lHth
at 5 p.m.

On selected floor plans

• Private entrance

Georgetown Manor 800 Jd St.

• Patio

1 & 7 Bedroom Aportments

• Spacious kitchen

CONTACT INFORMATION
Julie Broadwell

at
419.352.9504
Ml 35115 or

Parking and Laundry Facilities

• Pets welcomel

Gas. Water, & S«ww paid.

FREE HEAT

The "Blue House" 616 F St.
1 & 3 Bedroom Apartments

...vi ■ ■. i. ("1
9

N

lbroadwe@bc.wcnet.org
for an application
1

1 >nopO«0«
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AZ

AZ

AZ

■oosi ■OY wipip rm
SPRING SEMESTER 1006
Going Fast

NOW LEASING 2006 2007

• Ground floor ranch

AZ

133.5 H. Church St.
2 Bedroom Apartments
Downtown, Newly remodeled

135 H. Church St.

Days: Monday- Friday

Houses Lg. & Sm.

DAYS INN

Hour*: 3.30 p m-730 p.m.
(approximately!

• 309 E. Merry

Fully Furnished Rooms
at competitive prices
without cost of utilities
or contracts to sign.

• No cooking experience necessary

• 309 1/2 E. Merry
3 Bedrooms

• For more information call
(550) 464-7404 ana ask for
Ashley Delta Zeta House Manager)

Call or stop in
419-352-5211
1550 E. Wooster St.,

3 1/2 Bedrooms

315 E. Merry (Down)
3 Bedrooms
1 and 2 bedroom apartments.
Ovar 3 peopit allowed on laaaa
and a lot more unit* L0. & Small.
Call for Inlo at 419-353-0325
10am-9pm or Hating Avail. 24/7

8
VZ

AZ

\/

al USE. Merry 13 and al
CpityrentjIa.coiTi

\7

3 BuJioom Howe

Dcn«vtora(£o(uicctk)ns

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 t=J

317 N. Enterprise
3 Bedroom Houu
FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED

CONTACT LUCIE 419 354 9740

Properties

Thof ffl Like Homai
www prtt9Trtdproptiti9K0.com

HOUMI

52

THE
TANNING
CENTER

2 FREE VISITS
With any 10 visit
package purchase

&rvtr*j 5C, iina I960

3 MONTHS
In the standard 34beds
only$56

ROOM*

AvAiUblel!

•xp. 1/31/2006

•835 5th, 4 bdrm
$1000/mo

plus tax

NO Hidden Fees No(n<lil<.mlRr<|iim<l

THE WASH HOUSE

SOUTHSIDE
LAUNDROMAT

119-354-15!

ffilJMn
4-9-353-8826
(SKDS IMOIHil

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
May 2006 Leases
■831 5th St, 3 bdrm
$l000/mo

Austrailian Gold

Lotions Always
25% off!

MAKE YOUR HOMI AT:
• Piedmont

• Mini Mall Aprs.

• Updated Birchwood
- unoll pett allowed

• Triplex
• irnall peri allowed

• See our webnta or coll for mony more lilting,!

August 2006 Leases
• 849 6th St, 3bdrm
$750/mo
• 239 B Manville, 1 bdrm
S350/mo

• 849A 6th St., I bdrm
$325/mo

Call 419-352-9392
for current listing

FKOBOSI RENTAL

CHIRRYW00D
HEALTH SPA
EXTRA LARGE
BEDROOMS
AVAILABLE!

* Indoor Haolld loo
E~ 7* H Hal * Hint! laBBIftM
IKflenilr • Haw [quipmanl
arivllaials .sum
of ncs HOURS
•Sen-Ma 8-12 8, 1-4:30
530SMopl.Sl 41*-lSl-*S7t

